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Traditional Toys

7.
Two trade boxes of Czechoslovakian
rubber boy squeak toys, eight in one box and
seven in the other, other than one, wrapped
in original cellophane -6in. (15cm.) high
£40-60

16.
A Birn Brothers Ltd Special
Relief Sheets of scraps Season 1938, a
salesman’s sample book coloured scraps,
pages numbered 56 to 221 including Father
Christmases, children and animals £100-150

8.
Work related toys, twenty D.C.M.T.
Garden Tools sets, on original cards (slight
damage to card); two wooden wheel barrows,
a Parlour Post Office set (damaged box),
Fretworker’s Sets, Carpenter’s Sets and three
satchels £100-150
The Following Twelve Lots are Ex-Shop Stock
from The High Street Winchester
1.
A rare Britains lead Pots
& Pans trade box No 2U 1 Doz Scuttles &
Tongs, the plain card box with cut-out insert
containing three green, two red, three light
blue and three dark blue coal scuttles and
nine pairs of claw tongs (one missing, box
damaged at corners) £150-200
2.
A trade box of a dozen lead Grocery
Scales, painted green and cream with moving
indicator, in plain card box with blue card
divider (slight wear and dusty) £60-80

9.
Girl’s playthings, four Chad Valley
Polished Aluminium Kiddies Kitchen Sets,
in original boxes; a Codeg bake-lit tea set,
in original box, additional loose sets, three
Japanese tea/coffee sets in unwrapped
excelsior packing, a Loom Box and wooden
kitchen sets £60-80
10.
Plastic toys, a dozen trade box of
Palitoy Tumbler Toys; a trade box of three
plastic penguin money banks, another
containing one penguin, a trade box of
push chairs with babies, a large quantity of
‘penny toys’ in original card and cellophane
packaging; six boxed sets of party invitations;
a large quantity of plaster animals and Peter
Pan playing cards £80-100

3.
An unusual Metal Tube Products
‘Just Like Daddy’s’ dolls’ house gardening set,
painted red and green, in original box; another
with lid only; and another just on tie-card;
a Timpo Kitchen Set, in original box (boxes
crushed); and four grocery scales £60-80

11.
Wooden toys, six Dragon Toys
Tipper Trucks, four in original boxes (damaged
boxes), two Goatoy Kumapart Construction
vehicles, in original boxes, six Sturdi Toys
wheeled animals and other items £60-80

4.
A half dozen trade box of Enid
Blyton’s ‘Famous Five’ Stationery, envelopes
and paper held by a branded paper band, in
original boxes, in a plain card trade box with
end label (missing box) £40-60

12.
A quantity of Christmas
decorations, a large quantity of mainly
plain baubles in card packing boxes, unused
Christmas cards and Hong Kong plastic Snow
Globes in trade boxes £40-60

17.
A Matthews’ Empire Theatre of
Varieties, with folding cardboard proscenium
and stage and ten jointed characters including
Sylvette the Glittering Transformation Dancer,
The White-Eyed Coon from Kentucky and
Performing Dog; and programme, in original
box -13 ¼in. (33.5cm.) high (minor damages,
box aged) £50-80
18.
A Matthews’ Animated Vaudeville
Theatre Just William, with folding cardboard
proscenium and stage, eight jointed Just
William characters, programme and scripts for
the characters -13 ¼in. (33.5cm.) high (slight
wear) £50-80
19.
A Japanese clockwork Swinging
Exhibition Flights acrobats, a celluloid boy
and girl on metal frame, in original box with
YC trademark, 1930s -14½in. (37cm.) high
(dents to boy’s head) £80-100
20.
A Japanese clockwork Mechanical
Acrobat, with celluloid boy on metal frame, in
original box 1930s -17½in. (44.5cm.) high
£60-80

5.
An unusual trade box of china
egg cups, with transfer decoration of hens
and cockerels, ink stamped Foreign, mainly
wrapped in tissue and packed in excelsior,
twenty-nine on top layer, bottom layer not
checked, in cardboard box stamped with bears
and dolls £50-80

13.
Three unusual Italian blown glass
Father Christmas on parachute decorations,
1960s -8in. (20.5 cm) high, two other
damaged examples and angels holding candles
£80-120
6.
Tinplate spinning tops, three
Chad Valley - two Chiral and one Humming
Top featuring The House That Jack Built;
eleven MFZ US Zone German tops (some
slight rusting); and a stacking paper-covered
wooden tower £70-100
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14.
A quantity of Christmas
decorations, 1950/60s including some large
examples, two Harrods Candle Garlands, in
original boxes, a few figural baubles and a
pop-up nativity £120-180
15.
An Italian composition nativity set
1930s, comprising Joseph -4in. (10 cm) high,
Mary, baby Jesus, Kings, shepherds, beasts,
star and Angel Gabriel, in original plain card
box £80-100

21.
A chromolithographic military
shooting game, Thirty-six cut out soldiers,
mounted and foot including American, British
and Europeans, a card fortification and
wooden canon to fire, in a probable original
box with missing label -7½in. (19cm.) high
£200-300
22.
Japanese celluloid Walt Disney
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, three
with ‘By Permission of Walt Disney Mickey
Mouse Ltd’ -6½in. (16.5cm.) height of Snow
White (Dopey squashed and a few other slight
dents) £60-80
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23.
A Journey round the World board
game, the German game following the
journey of Little Mr Would-be-Big, four fold
board, six ‘flat’ gaming figures of the boy in
different outfits, in original box with B in die
makers logo (one hand missing from figure)
£80-120

Lot 38

24.
A Geographia Ltd The New Game
Motor Chase Across London, two fold board
of road map of London, four car flat metal
gaming pieces, in original box (box worn)
£60-80

25.
Nur fur brave Kinder transformation
picture book, Only for Good Children, by
Lothar Meggendorfer, printed by J F Schreiber,
Essingen, Stuttgart, twelve pictures that
change when a tab is pulled -13in. (33cm.)
wide £200-300
29.
A hand-cranked jigging minstrel
toy, the turned and carved, articulated and
painted black man stands upon a key-hole
shaped wooden box with handle and feet,
when you turn a brass handle, he jumps
up and down dancing, probably circa 1900
-12½in. (32cm.) high £200-300

26.
A rare late 19th century Indian
musician automaton, carved and painted
wood, pierced ears with large hoop and bead
earrings, red wool trousers and unusual
cotton shirt printed with Queen Victoria
portrait commemorating her 1887 Jubilee,
the figure is seated holding a primitive single
string instrument plucked with an object held
in the other hand and green painted wooden
box base with crank handle making the head
nod and strum -15½in. (40cm.) high (box
damaged where it has been opened to mend
mechanism, mechanism needs attention, shirt
damaged and dirty) £250-350
27.
A one-man band instrument with
devil’s head, the composition devil’s head
surmounts a wooden pole holding a pair
of cymbals , a snare-drum and bells -19in.
(48cm.) high; and a papier-mâché Charlie
Chaplin tooter (not working) £50-80
28.
A Mr Punch roly poly toy, with
composition painted head, red and green felt
costume with matching hat and weighted selfuprighting body with bells -9½in. (24cm.) high
(wear and discolouration) £80-100
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

30.
Two bisque figures of black
children, a little girl with side glancing eyes,
grin, ringleted hair half by a ribbon and stood
next to a large basket vase, impressed 3057
-6½in. (16.5cm.) high; and a barefoot boy
dressed as a sailor spill holder £60-80
31.
An unusual Humpty Dumpty
porcelain stamp licker, seated on a wall with
well for water, when you lift his hat his wet
tongues sticks out to lick a stamp, registered
design number 773783 to base, 1930s -5in.
(12.5cm.) high £30-40
32.
A Japanese celluloid Scottie dog
with clockwork tinplate boot, -7½in. (19cm.)
long; a plush-covered clockwork circus
elephant in red coat; and a composition rolypoly clown £70-100
33.
A German Stollwerck chocolate
dispenser Saving Bank, lithographed tinplate
in red, yellow and blue with images of hand
shadow animals with key -6½in. (16.5cm.) high
£80-100

35.
A Jacobs & Co Lucky Wheel
money box biscuit tin, lithographed tinplate
decorated with rabbits dancing around a
Christmas tree at a party, with spinning wheel,
when money is dropped in it predicts your
fate, such as Thrilling Adventure of Success
in Love, circa 1929 -7¾in. (20cm.) high (slight
wear); and an aluminium Jolly Nigger Bank
£100-150
36.
An unusual toy or model coffin,
probably late 19th century with embossed
paper decoration, painted black and yellow
with hinged lid -10in. (25.5cm.) long; and a
German composition-headed skeleton hand
puppet with wooden limbs £150-200
37.
An unusual folk art model or toy
of a horse-drawn hearse, painted wood with
grey horse, coffin and driver, probably mid
20th century -19in. (48cm.) long (slight wear
and replaced hat on driver) £50-80
38.
A German lithographed and painted
tinplate mail coach, with yellow, red and blue
carriage, two dappled grey horses and driver,
presented in a glass fronted wooden box with
painted scene and mile stone painted with the
words ‘In memory of our Little May - Her last
plaything, Born May 10th 98, Departed April
11th 1904’ -15¾in. (40cm.) width of case
£300-400

34.
A German chocolate dispenser
saving bank, lithographed tinplate in cream
and black with gold lining, the back and
sides printed with googly-eyed children -6in.
(15cm.) high (missing money trap from base)
£70-100
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50.
Various items, a Spratt’s Dog Foods
UPC Ltd pulped paper dog shaped container
-11½in. (29cm.) high; Primus Lantern Ten Little
Nigger Boys (sic) boxed slides; Peter Rabbit
Race Game, in original box; three Scottish
pulped card Santa Clauses; four Christmas
shaped light bulbs; a quantity of tree clips and
Sinbad the Sailor lantern slides £70-100

39.
Eight late 19th century German
Sonneberg composition sailors, on turned
wooden bases, the captain with soft metal
sword -2in. (5cm.) high, First Mate (missing
arm and part of base), a sleeping sailor in
striped shirt, a sailor seated on some cargo,
one with a rope, another retrieving something
from a shoulder bag and two others, both
missing arms - ideal crew for tinplate boat
£200-300
40.
Five Wohlgemuth & Lissner
chromolithographed card rocking animals,
comprising donkey, cow, camel in front of
Egyptian pyramids, lion and elephant -8in.
(20.5cm.) high £50-80

44.
Seven pottery figures from Alice
in Wonderland after the John Tenniel
illustrations, comprising Alice with piglet -6in.
(15cm.) high, White Rabbit, Queen of Hearts,
Duchess, White King and Queen and Red
Queen, painted and glazed, signed McClintock
(rabbit damaged) £150-200
45.
A 19th century rosewood card
box, with brass inlay -11 ½ in. (29cm.)
wide; a quantity of Chinese mother of pearl
gaming counters; a Spears of Bavaria Natural
History Lotto, in original box (damaged box);
Spellicans and two packs of cards £60-80
46.
A clockwork chromolithographic
picture of an elderly couple, wooden box
mounted, the couple sat, her with a Jack
Russell on her lap, he with a crate, when
opened a kitten pops out, circa 1910 -17 ¼in.
(44cm.) wide (missing woman’s head, needs
attention) £60-80
47.
A Beatrice Pearse Nature’s School
coloured print of a field of naked babies,
with an insect border, engraved by Fred
Millar Sc Oct 1915, framed and glazed -19½in.
(49.5cm.) width of frame (some slight foxing)
£30-40

41.
A German clockwork Puss-in-Boots,
pressed cardboard covered with black plush,
green glass eyes, composition pink nose
and open mouth, blue felt jacket and white
waistcoat, brass buttons and red paper and
cardboard boots -9in. (22.5cm.) high
£150-200
42.
An unusual fretwork four seat
open tourer, early 20th century with steering
mechanism -15½in. (39.5cm.) long £100-150

43.
An interesting group of Elastolin/
Lineol type composition hunter and pray,
including huntsman with rifle, dachshund, two
other hunting dogs, weasel or stoat, beaver,
eagle with spread wings, owl, lynx, moose and
red squirrel on branch, contained in a Miss Fay
hat box with label detailing original purchaser
and the children they were given to, circa
1910 £100-150
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51.
Four toy seated wooden children,
printed colour paper applied to wood, two
Edwardian boys and two girls, probably
designed for sitting in another toy or edge of
shelf -5 ¼in. (13cm.) high £40-60

48.
A good quality wooden stable, with
two carved and painted wooden dapple grey
horses with open mouths, horsehair tails on
red stained wooden platform, yellow painted
edge with metal spoked wheels and the
bases stamped D.R.G.M. No.372657 -7½in.
(19cm.) long, the two stall stable with cart
bay painted light and dark green exterior and
ochre interior, a green painted wooden cart
with red-lining, three barrels, crate and sack
-21½in. (54.5cm.) width of stable (slight wear)
£250-350
49.
Various games and puzzles, Tiny
Toys (British Made) paper toy masks, eight
including Charlie Chaplin, in original sleeve;
a J W Spears & Son The Little Hollanders
dissected puzzles, in original box; a trick
Bonbons tin with pop out snake; W & S B
French Lessons at Play Time lotto game; other
lotto cards; and picture blocks, in original box
(two blocks missing) £60-80

52.
A 19th century Napoleonic Prisoner
of War Spinning Jenny automaton, the
carved bone lady with large bonnet sat at
her spinning wheel, the raised base showing
the cog mechanism, when crank handle
turns it causes the figure to move and spin
-5½in. (14cm.) high (missing hand, one part
glued reglued and mechanism needs some
adjustments) £600-800
53.
Various toys, a Dean’s Rag Book
Nursery Rhymes from designs by John Hassall,
The Prince’s Quest - A Fairy Race Game board,
a T. Ordish & Co Fairyland or Through the
Enchanted Forest board, a circus snakes and
ladders, a Jeu de l’Oie, in wooden box and
other items £40-60
54.
Five toy hand puppets, including a
German composition headed policeman and
Mrs Punch; and three carved headed puppets
including Mr Punch -14in. (35.5cm.) high, all
with carved wooden limbs and original clothes
(some slight damage and wear) £60-80
55.
An interesting carved wooden
character, possibly a Shaman with red
painted creased face, large nosed and heavy
brows, plaid hood suit applied with felt circles
-14½in. (37cm.) high £50-80
56.
A rare Ernst Plank Box of
Experiments B, Free Electricity or
Electrostatic Induction, various experiments
and equipment including a solid-cast acrobat,
brass, steel and glass pieces, in original box
-13½in. (34.5cm.) wide (slight wear, not
checked for completeness) £150-200
57.
A toy butcher’s shop of recent
manufacture, with carved wooden butcher
and hanging metal, J Hunt sign and 1899 front
page of the Daily Mail on base -15in. (38cm.)
wide £80-120
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58.
A Rock & Graner tinplate manivelle
music box, the grained wood circular tinplate
box with crank handle and remains of paper
label on back -3in. (7.5cm.) wide; and a
Charles Rossignol painted tinplate safe money
bank £80-100

Lot 68

59.
Three educational toys, eight black
and white printed pictures of animals cut
into five strips spelling their name, laid on
wood; thirty-six hand coloured picture blocks
showing the history of England, the history as
text on reverse; and a black and white spelling
game with images and letters and wooden
rack £50-80
60.
A child’s Little Red Riding Hood
costume, with hand coloured photograph
of Dorothy Margaret Croft aged 2½ years
wearing the costume, a blue silk dress with
tucks and rouching, a muslin pinafore and red
wool hood cape, circa 1903 (cape possibly a
replacement) £60-80
61.
A British wooden farm cart,
probably G & J Lines, with Queen Victoria
1887 Jubilee circular metal label -24½in.
(62.5cm.) long (old worm damage); and a
good quality pond yacht (some damage) - the
yacht owned by Quintin Riley, circa 1910, and
used mainly on the Round Pond in Kensington
Gardens £40-60
62.
Cold painted bronzes, a miniature
dolls’ house mouse -1 in. (2.5cm.) long,
a seated and standing Golliwogg, a black
girl and caveman (some wear); and three
miniature white metal filigree chairs
£100-150

65.
Twenty-four Beatrix Potter books,
appear to be earlier editions including ten
with just Frederick Warne & Co (no Ltd) and
dated on the foot of title page including
Pigling Bland, Tom Kitten and Timmy Tiptoes
with spines, the others with damaged spines
etc; and others (mainly with damage, a few
incomplete) £200-300
66.
A paper-covered Noah’s Ark, with
stained wooden hull, the house covered in
different papers and windows with cut-out
animals, decoration possibly a later addition
-23in. (58.5cm.) long; and a quantity of
composition animals (some damages)
£100-150

67.
An Elastolin Noah’s Ark, with
rudder, log effect building and paper label to
base -21in. (53.5cm.) long, Mr & Mrs Noah, a
quantity of animals including three vipers, two
frolicking kids, peacock and penguin family of
three (some damage and wear) £300-400

Lot 65

71.
Five German composition chickens,
with metal feet -3in. (8cm.) high; and a turkey
£80-100
72.
A Tipple-Topple farm yard, with
painted wooden farm house, barn and kennel
with composition textured roofs, walled yard,
pump and a quantity of composition farm
animals -24½in. (62cm.) wide (slight damage
and missing gate) £60-80
73.
Various items, a German Shepherd
or Wolf candy container 1920s, composition
covered with light brown burlap -11in. (28cm.)
long; a sugar paste Wedding cake topper in
original box, the tower with artificial flowers, a
bell and cherub by Ch. Goldrei, Foucard & Son,
Ltd, 63-69 Llewellyn Street, London; a 1940s
doll’s leatherette three piece suite; two similar
armchairs; and a pair of leather shoes with
pom-pom on toe £70-100

63.
Miniature items and toys, three
early German chickens with real feathers
and metal feet -1in. (2.5cm.) high, a child’s
charm bracelet, a tiny bone cat and mouse,
Erzgebirge item, two lead frogs and other
items (some damage) £60-80

64.
Four miniature cold painted bronze
Beatrix Potter characters, Mrs Rabbit -1in.
(2.5cm.) high, Benjamin Bunny, Mr Tod and
Flopsy, Mopsy or Cotton Tail; and two even
smaller rabbits £80-100

70.
Two Chinese real fur lions, one
seated and one standing with glass eyes,
composition roaring mouths and noses
-11½in. (29cm.) long; and bactrian camel
£80-100

68.
A German chromolithographed
paper covered wooden Noah’s Ark, with red
tiled roof, ornate wood sides the windows and
deck printed with various animals, opening
at roof with thirty eight pairs of carved and
painted wood animals, a camel, a hare and
two single birds -19½in. (49.5cm.) long (back
of ark replaced with plain card, small section
missing from roof, some loss of paper and
some repairs to animals) £350-450

74.
Various puzzles and games, a
George Philip & Son The Improved Dissected
Map of Europe, laid on wood, in original
wooden box with sliding lid; a similar map of
England and Wales (no box), a printed bag
with African Cowries counters, The Game of
Spellicans Bone, in original wooden box; and
Games of Quartetts No.IV £40-60
75.
A large picture block puzzle, with
scene of two girls riding a seaside donkey, in
original box circa 1910 -16in. (40.5cm.) high
(some wear) £30-50

69.
Two Chinese real fur Pekingese
dogs, with glass eyes, composition nose and
tongue -9½in. (24cm.) long £80-100
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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80.
Children and television character
books, twenty-one Brockhampton Press
Flowerpot Men books, the Weathercock and
Bush Baby; Bonzo’s Annual, Sooty’s Alphabet,
Bill and Ben and the Silly Goose, Pinky and
Perky and others £40-60

87.
A Moko Muffin the Mule cast metal
puppet, in original box -7in. (18cm.) high; and
a 1st Edition Floor Games by H.G. Wells
£70-100

81.
A large quantity of children’s books,
including Chatterbox, The Jolly Times Annual,
Dinkle Donkle Doo, Toyland Magic Painting
Books, Champion Book for Girls and Boys and
others (some damp storage issues) £40-60
76.
A late 19th century Leon Saussune
Historie De France en Jeu Magnetique,
magnetic game which asks historical questions
and with use of magnetics finds the correct
answer, in original box -13½in. (34cm.) wide
(slight wear) £200-300
77.
A small 19th century sampler,
completed in Mary Ann Light Hockey in her 10
year in 1840, possibly cutdown from a larger
sampler -8in. (20.5cm.) wide (repairs); a wool
work My House is My Castle pot holder; a
‘Pins’ box; a pincushion and other items
£40-60

82.
Three boy scout Glevum Games
Lights Out, shooting games, in original
boxes; three Picture Lotto for Young Folk, four
Philmar Series jigsaws, three Jack and Jill and
one Humpty Dumpty; and quantity of bright
coloured stained wood small size football
clackers £60-80

88.
An Ernest Nister Peeps into Fairy
Land pop up book, with six pop-up scenes
-14in. (35.5cm.) wide (some damage); and My
Own Dolly by Amy E Blanchard, illustrated by
Ida Waugh £70-100
89.
Pelham Puppets, two Pelham
Puppet Kit No.1s, in original boxes; Hansel
and Gretel, in yellow character boxes; a Mitzi
Poodle, in brown box with blue label (moth
activity); a black and white Pelham two-page
catalogue leaflet; two Lanchester-ManchesterLee Marionette kits in silvery ‘Leetex’, in
original boxes and two loose; and other items
£50-80

83.
A G & J Lines horse drawn farm
cart, the varnished wood tipping cart with
metal wheels and opening back, brass thistle
logo, grey painted wooden horse with oil-cloth
tack and on wooden platform with metal
wheels -30in. (76cm.) long (some wear)
£150-200
78.
A Joseph Lee pen and ink cartoon
of toy interest 1936, titled ‘London Laughs:
Kerb Toy Merchants “Yus, Mister, this ‘ere job’s
all work and no play”, signed LEE, dated in
pencil 29-6-36 -19in. (48cm.) x 14 in. (35.5cm.)
(damage to edges) - this cartoon features a
kerb merchant selling clockwork toys including
dancing Mickey Mouse, pecking birds and
running Scottie dogs; Joseph Lee was born
in 1901, in 1934 he started a series called
London Laughs for the London Evening News,
he lived in Wokingham and died in 1975
£150-200

84.
A child’s three wheeled hand cart,
the slatted sides painted green and red with
metal wheels -30in. (76cm.) long (repairs); a
green painted two wheeled hand cart; and a
wooden gypsy caravan £30-50
85.
A plaster baby Jesus creche figure,
lying with hands held upwards, hand painted
with blue eyes and blonde moulded hair,
wearing shift -19in. (48.5cm.) high (repairs to
fingers) £30-50

90.
An interesting knight in armour,
the figure with composition face, soft stuffed
body, card articulated armour covered with
metallic coloured paper and leather sword
-13in. (32cm.) high £80-120
91.
Two German tinplate lighthouse
lanterns, gold spirit finish, coloured celluloid
window panes, candle powered causing the
heat to turn a propellor and lantern -9in.
(22.5cm.) height of largest (missing some
celluloid) £50-80
92.
A G & J Lines push-along milk float,
varnished wood with red lining, Fresh Milk
Thistle Farm tinplate ovals to each side and
cow oval to front, cast metal wheels and a
quantity of random bottles -26½in. (67cm.)
high (wear) £60-80

79.
Enid Blyton, four Jigsaws - two
Amelia Jane, Mr Pink-Whistle and Galliano’s
Circus all with printed yellow paper seal; five
larger format Noddy books, and various other
books, some with original dust jackets (dusty
and stains from storage) £40-60
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86.
A wooden model of King Solomon’s
Temple, the 1st Temple, now replaced by the
2nd Temple (Herod’s Temple) painted stone
and gold, with cats guarding entrance, slides
into a wooden box -21in. (53.5cm.) long (slight
wear and damage) £300-400

93.
Various items, a joke book ‘Greater
America by Archibald R. Colquhoun’ with
surprise popping out snake -9in. (23cm.)
high; a Mickey Mouse white metal and black
enamel pin, marked CH, possibly Charles
Horner (missing pin); two tiny all-bisque dolls’
house dolls in crochet outfits and a miniature
white metal creel £80-100
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94.
A stuffed burlap wheeled horse,
with carved wooden muzzle and hooves, glass
eyes and wheeled platform -22in. (56cm.)
long; a Filipino reproduction velocipede
(missing steering handle); a British farm cart,
a Teecham Tri-ang wooden donkey on wheels
and wooden clown quoits £60-80
95.
Various children and doll’s chairs,
including a high chair, a bamboo and wicker
chair, an oak county chair, a Heatmaster
insulated child’s tea service, in original box
(box damaged) and a large quantity of postwar doll’s clothes £60-80
96.
A carved wooden rocking horse, of
recent manufacture with leather saddle and
bow rocker -56in. (142cm.) long £80-100

101.
Pedigree Sindy carded outfits,
12S51 Leather Looker and 12S55 Summery
Days, on cards in polythene £50-80
102.
Pedigree Sindy carded outfits,
12S53 Sloppy Joe, 12S52 Nylons and 12S59
Springtime, on cards in polythene £60-80
103.
Pedigree Sindy carded outfits,
12S56 Out-And-About and 12S57 Cape, on
cards in polythene and a brown knitted dress
£50-80
104.
A Hasbro Sindy Millenium Globe,
limited edition 13 of 25 - the vendor was a
sales manager at Hasbro for 24 years £30-50

97.
A dolls’ four poster bed, with
turned wooden front posts, wooden frame,
mattress, bedding, canopy and curtains, early
20th century -22in. (56cm.) long; a set of four
nesting blue child’s suitcases; and a repainted
doll’s pram £80-120
Post-war Dolls

105.
Thirteen large Continental
composition dolls, in original boxes including
Jayco Product, largest -26in. (66cm.) high;
and other loose dolls (generally suffering
from poor storage, mouse damage and boxes
crushed, some lids missing) £50-80
106.
A large quantity of British hard
plastic dolls, eight Roddy walking dolls, seven
in original blue and yellow boxes, Palitoy New Patsy doll, in original box base and two
Lindy Dolls, in original boxes, and five rubber
dolls in original cellophane; and a large
quantity of Hong Kong plastic dolls wrapped in
cellophane; and other spares (generally poorly
stored, not checked for completeness)
£80-120

98.
A rare Pedigree Sindy doll, 12GSS,
brunette in Weekender with rare head band,
booklet, stand, in original box (box slightly
stained) £150-200
99.
A Pedigree Sindy Shopping in the
Rain carded outfit, 12S06 on green card
with booklet, including newspaper, umbrella
and three oranges (polythene possibly not
original) £40-60
100.
A Pedigree Sindy Lunch Date carded
outfit, 12D04 on pink card with booklet,
including diary and kitten heels; and a loose
Undie-world 12S02 (lacking brush, comb
and mirror, lace has become unstitched at
cleavage) £40-60
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108.
A Trendon Sasha doll and outfits,
with dark hair, a blonde baby, tartan Ballet
cape, Gingham dress, green Raincoat and hat
and other items (dolls slightly dirty and shiny)
£150-200
109.
Various dolls, a Madame Alexander
vinyl Lucinda 1535, in original box, six
Shackman dolls’ house dolls, in original boxes,
The World of Barbie doll case, a blonde Ken
doll and other items £50-80
110.
Four British hard plastic dolls,
two Pedigree walking and talking dolls (the
one in checks with crack across back); and
two Pedigree black dolls, all appear to be in
original or period clothes (need a clean)
£40-60
111.
Two 1970s Robinson’s Golliwog
boy’s shirts, one by Dauphin, the other by
Nayytex; a plastic weighted Zebedee -13in.
(33cm.) high; a Semco rubber head Yogi Bear;
and a Worzel Gummidge and Aunt Sally doll
£30-50
Dolls’ Houses & Chattels

112.
An Evans & Cartwright tinplate
sofa, painted with wood graining and black
upholstery, Helen scratched into the back -6in.
(15cm.) wide (some paint loss and wear)
£100-150

107.
Mattel Barbie Friend Ship, vinyl
carry case in the form of a United Airlines jet,
with most of original accessories, in original
box and a Barbie Beach Bus, in original box;
and Mego Cher outfits including Dragon Lady,
Peasant Lady, Electric Feathers and Crown of
Paradise £60-80
113.
An Evans & Cartwright tinplate
kitchen range, painted black with scrolling
back, red painted fire basket interior, oven
handle and tap -5in. (12.5cm.) wide (slight
wear) £100-150
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114.
Rare German chromolithographic
transfer decorated dolls’ house furniture,
blonde wood with lustre shell decoration,
turned legs and fringing comprising four
chairs, pedestal table and cupboard -3¾in.
(9.5cm.) height of back of chair (slight loss to
transfer, handle replaced); and a similar upright piano with Dresden paper decoration
£400-500

117.
An unusual German dolls’ house
for Moko, with cream painted facade,
verandah across entire front, central front
door, windows with printed paper shutters,
dormer window with four shuttered windows
and front opening to reveal an attic room,
green painted roof, front opening to reveal
two rooms with original wall and flower
papers, Moko label to base -24¾in. (63cm.)
wide (one chimney replaced, roof probably
an old repaint, appears to be yellow beneath,
missing window glazing and general wear)
£200-300

120.
A painted wooden dolls’ house, the
painted stone and brick facade with central
dummy front door with porch, five windows,
grey tiled roof, two chimneys and balustrade
Widow’s Walk, front opening to reveal four
rooms and chimney breast -36¾ in. (91cm.)
high (front bowed and interior and old
repaper) £200-300
121.
A late 19th century carpenter built
dolls’ house, with painted red brick exterior,
white painted stone work, central green front
door with knocker and knob, two ground
floor bay windows to either side, grey painted
roof, front opening in to halves to reveal four
rooms, hall, stairs and landing, some old
papers -24¾in. (63cm.) wide (missing chimney
pot and front door repainted) £100-150

115.
A German small wooden dolls’
house, cream, green and yellow painted with
two storey usual full length bay windows,
green front door, the base printed with a floral
garden, opening to reveal two rooms with
original papers -18in. (45.5cm.) high (pieced
missing from top edge of front, slight damage,
paper loss to garden and missing chimney)
£200-300

116.
A German small dolls’ house
thatched cottage, cream painted with stencil
stone effect, textured roof, central green
painted front door, dummy windows to eaves,
tinplate opening windows to ground floor,
textured climber to facade, front opening to
reveal four rooms with original papers and a
small quantity of furniture, pencil marks to
base 753 and 248/816 and paper level B487
816 dz K.M. OJ.? -17in. (43cm.) wide (repair
to one end of roof, missing chimney, piece
missing below front step and general wear)
£150-200
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118.
An unusual German red roof dolls’
house border control, possibly Gottschalk
with central office with desk and shelving,
‘Contor’ sign, one side with blue roofed
covered vehicle parking bay, the entrance with
red, white and blue painted arch, the other
side with grey roofed goods shed with sliding
door and ‘Spedition’ sign, storage loft and
forecourt -18¾in. (47.5cm.) wide (slight wear)
£150-200
119.
Two peg wooden/Grodnerthal
dolls’ house dolls, with black painted smooth
headed centre-parted hair, jointed wooden
bodies, one with brown silk lace trimmed
dress and apron -3½ in. (9cm.) high; and
another in purple printed patterned dress and
apron (one lower leg replaced and flaking and
retouching to head) £140-180

122.
A rare large scale Rock & Graner
dolls’ house piano, painted wood grained
tinplate, serpent scrolling brackets, lifting
lid with paper keys and manivelle music box
-5½in. (14cm.) high (missing gallery from top
and candle sconces) £300-400
123.
Small scale bone dolls’ house
furniture, a sofa with intricate pierced back
and seat -2½in. (6.5cm.) wide; and two similar
chairs (slight damage)
£40-60
124.
A fine 19th century ivory dolls’
house tripod occasional table, with finely
carved floral edge to tilt top, turned pedestal
on tripod leg with claw feet -3½in. (9cm.) high
(missing one leg and slight damage) £30-50
125.
Small scale bone dolls’ house
furniture, a sofa with intricate pierced back
and seat -2in. (5cm.) wide, three similar chairs
and a table £50-80
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133.
Dolls’ house furniture, a two seater
sofa with Dresden paper trim -5½in. (13.5cm.)
wide; a desk; bent-wood sofa, chair and table;
and other items £60-80
134.
A Simon & Halbig all-bisque dolls’
house doll, with blue glass eye, socket head,
blonde mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and
hops with moulded shoes and blue sock, black
sprig cream cotton dress and underclothes
-4½in. (11cm.) high (missing one eye)
£50-80
126.
White metal filigree dolls’ house
furniture, probably Chinese including chaise
longue with blue velvet upholstery -3½in.
(9cm.) long, a circular table with four chairs,
a sewing machine and a larger scale oil-lamp;
and a mesh purse marked Alpaca £150-200
127.
A Grodnerthal pen-wipe dolls’
house doll, with smooth head, painted black
hair, jointed limbs and dressed in red and
black coat with black beads with layers of
pen wipe felt petticoats -2½in. (6.5cm.) high
(missing two limbs); and a ‘smallest doll in the
world’ peg wooden doll in egg shaped stork
-3in. (7.5cm.) high £100-150
128.
A Waltershausen dolls’ house
washstand/dressing table, with marble top,
three circular holes fo holding bottles, drawer
and turned legs -3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; a tinplate
hip bath; and two organs £70-100
129.
A German oak dolls’ house set,
a two seater sofa with mirror above -7in.
(18cm.) high, a buffet, a hall mirror, four chairs
and side table (slight loss) £80-120

130.
Large scale metal dolls’ house
furniture, a brass umbrella stand with
Registered Design number 214084 -4in.
(10cm.) high, a cast-iron fire tongs and shovel,
a brass tilt-top circular table, a pair of brass
chairs and a wood and brass bellows
£100-120
131.
Large scale Oriental dolls’ house
furniture and chattels, a set of wooden
collapsible furniture painted with flowers and
mountain landscape, a Imari dish, a Satsuma
vase, other porcelain and a lacquer chest of
drawers -6½in. (16.5cm.) high £80-120
132.
Large scale dolls’ house furniture,
a late 19th century chest of drawers -9in.
(22.5cm.) high (missing feet); a stained pine
dresser with drawers and cupboards -12½in.
(31.5cm.) high; a chaise longue and foot stool
£60-80
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135.
Six dolls’ house dolls, an Unis
painted bisque head with composition body in
black dress -5in. (12.5cm.) high, an all-bisque
girl; two china and one bisque shoulder head,
another and a wishbone baby in wishbone
cradle £60-80
136.
Dolls’ house chattels, mainly large
scale, an Alaska (USA) tinplate and cast metal
fridge with ice block -6in. (15cm.) high (some
repainting); a cast-iron iron on trivet, German
metal candelabra and candlestick, a copper
hot-water bottle and kettle, a tinplate sewing
machine and other items £70-100

137.
A French market wooden Epicerie
shop circa 1910, with lithographed tinplate
Penny Toy wall mounted telephone, the
counter with labelled produced drawers
beneath including Nougat and Bougies, the
counter and shelves behind with original
produce including four un-plucked chickens
and scales -12½in. (31.5cm.) high £300-400
138.
A handmade Georgian dolls’
house room setting, of recent manufacture,
reminiscent of a Jane Austen scene with three
hand stitched characters, in wooden display
case -18in. (45.5cm.) wide (some pieces of
decoration fallen down from back) £40-60

139.
A large Tri-ang stockbroker
dolls’ house No 93, mock Tudor design,
half timbered and cream painted, tinplate
windows, large chimney up right side with
porch, sundial and red painted tiled roof, from
opening in four places, some original papers
-47½in. (120.5cm.) wide (damage to porch
around door, general wear and two windows
loose, one missing) £50-80
140.
1930s dolls’ house furniture,
including a German wooden wireless, a Taylor
& Barrett gas cooker, Japan inlaid furniture
and a yellow ceramic bathroom suit (some
slight damage) £60-80

141.
Dolls’ house chattels, a sailor’s art
inlaid wooden chest -4in. (10cm.) high; a small
scale gilt metal plant stand, a striped glass
lemonade set on metal stand (missing two
glasses), a similar jug, a bronze cat and other
items £80-120

142.
A German all-bisque dolls’ house
doll, with brown glass eyes, blonde mohair
wig, jointed at hips and shoulders and original
felt Pierrot costume -4in. (10cm.) high £40-60
143.
Dolls’ house items, a wrought iron
bedstead with brass knobs and patchwork
quilt -6in. (15cm.) long; a light oak extending
table (missing a piece from side), a bisque
shoulder head doll (new body); and Grecon
dolls (moth activity) £50-80
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Lot 144

Lot 145

Antique & Vintage Dolls
144.
A fine J Terrene fashionable doll,
the pressed bisque head with deep blue
striated eyes, delicate ears, grey painted brow,
closed pink painted slightly smiling mouth
with darker pink detail, swivel flanged neck
with internal stop to keep the head from
turning beyond 45 degrees, bisque shoulders
marked Depose j and plump bisque forearms,
kid covered wooden body jointed at the
shoulders, elbow, hips and knees, the lower
leg stuffed kid with stitched toes, paper label
to middle of back ‘9 Medailles aux Expositions
1867-68-72-73-74 J. Terrene 10, Rue du
Marche St. Honore Paris’, remains of original
sheepskin wig on cork pate with brown
hair wig glued on top, original red, green,
black and blue tartan two piece dress with
bustle and black velvet ribbon trim, chemise,
petticoat and bloomers, grey felt hat with
black and white cord trim held in place with
a butterfly and a dark blue tooled and gilded
leather purse containing one playing card, the
queen of hearts -17½in. (44.5cm.) high (some
slight damage to dress and underclothes
need a clean) - Terrene were retailers and not
manufacturers. £1500-2000
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145.
A French fashionable doll, probably
Francois Gaultier, the pressed bisque head
with pale blue striated eyes with dark rim,
ears pierced into the head, closed mouth, light
brown brows, original long blonde mohair wig
on cork pate, swivel neck on bisque shoulder
plate, gusseted kid body with individual
fingers, original fine white muslin two piece
dress with prominent bustle, ruches, ruffles,
lace and blue silk ribbon trim, chemise, two
petticoats, bloomers, socks, bronzed leather
boots marked C.C. (missing heels), gilt cross
on black velvet ribbon around neck, gilt metal
lorgnettes case on chain (missing glasses) and
pair of white kid gloves -15in. (38cm.) high
(damage to kid body between legs, dress,
underclothes and hair dirty and damage to
one glove) £800-1200

146.
A Bru smiling fashionable doll, the
pressed bisque head marked C with blue glass
eyes with a darker edge, long light brown
brows, closed smiling mouth, pierced ears,
original long blonde mohair wig on cork pate,
swivel neck on bisque shoulders, gusseted
kid body with individually stitched fingers,
chemise, bloomers, two petticoats, grey satin
dress with Burgundy bands and trim, apron
and cross around neck -13½in. (34cm.) high
(one ear piercing pulled through, small hole
to arm with protruding metal and dirty hands,
dress and hair dirty) £800-1200
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Lot 147

Lot 148

Lot 149

147.
A Bru smiling fashionable doll, with pressed bisque head
marked E with blue glass striated eyes, closed smiling pink mouth with
darker pink detail, light brown arched brows, pierced ears, original
long blonde mohair wig on cork pate, swivel neck on bisque shoulders,
gusseted kid body with individually stitched fingers, red cotton dress,
underclothes and modern leather boots -15in. (38cm.) high (two small
patched to kid at hips) £1500-2000
148.
A rare Emile Jumeau black E J Depose bebe No 8, the pressed
bisque socket head with brown complexion, fixed brown glass eyes,
brown painted, pink painted closed mouth with slight unpainted white
gap between, pierced ears, original braid black hair wig on cork pate,
jointed papier-mâché body with fixed wrist, lower back stamp, original
yellow striped dress with yellow ribbon and lace trim, tattered string sun
hat, E. Jumeau brown leather shoes, maroon socks and white cotton slip,
head impressed DEPOSE E 8 J -18½in. (47cm.) high (face a little dirty and
clothes need cleaning) £3000-4000
149.
A rare and large Jules Steiner Figure A bebe No 8, the pressed
bisque head with fixed blue striated eyes, closed shaded mouth with
slight unpainted gap between, brown feathered brow, shaded lids and
ears, pierced ears, purple papier-mâché pate, replace blonde hair wig,
jointed papier-mâché body with slender fingers, original ribbed cream
dress with embroidered flower detail and ribbons at shoulders, wool and
cotton petticoats and bloomers -39in. (99cm.) high (paint flaked from two
toes, back of dress stained at seat with some areas eaten by pest, stained
undergarments, wig dirty); and a 19th century small high backed chair
with tapestry upholstery on brass and china casters (some worm and
upholstery requires a clean)
£3000-5000
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Lot 150

150.
A fine Francois Gaultier bebe No 10, the poured bisque
head with large brown glass eyes, open/closed mouth with shading
and cupid bow outline, light brown shaded brows, pierced ears,
blonde mohair curly wig on cork pate, jointed Gesland body with
papier-mâché and wood forearms and lower legs, cream lace
and muslin frock, matching bonnet, layers of slips and petticoats,
bloomers, socks and bronzed leather shoes the soles marked A.
Gibault Paris -27in. (68.5cm.) high (hairline crack running down her
right forehead under hair, limbs repainted)
£1500-2000
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Lot 151

151.
A large Jumeau Depose bebe No 14, the poured bisque head
with brown glass eyes, open/closed mouth with shading and slight
unpainted gap between, pimpled chin, brown feathered brow, applied
pierced ears, replaced blonde wig on cork pate, jointed papier-mâché
body with fixed wrists, Burgundy and red silk dress with lace trim, white
cotton chemise and bloomers, white leather child’s boots, net snood and
celluloid fan -30in. (76cm.) high £2000-3000
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152.
A small French fashion doll, the
pressed bisque shoulder-head impressed
218? with deep blue eyes, closed mouth,
light brown arched brows, slight ears, blonde
mohair wig on cork pate, gusseted kid body
with individual fingers, blue, green and black
tartan dress, blonde trim, straw hat and
undergarments -10½in. (26.5cm.) high
£600-800

153.
An unusual small Francois Gaultier
bebe soldier No 2, the poured bisque head
with fixed blue eyes, closed mouth, dark
brown brows, pierced ears, black mohair wig
on cork pate, jointed papier-mâché body,
blue and red wool uniform with black trim
and frogging, knitted cap and black leather
boots -8½in. (21.5cm.) high (pink firing crack
on ridge of nose, tip of nose appears to be
uncoloured white with pink retouching on
top) £300-400
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154.
An unmarked German shoulderhead doll, with fixed blue glass eyes, closed
mouth, solid domed pate, blonde mohair wig,
gusseted bright pink kid body, bisque lower
arms with shaded knuckles, floral printed
cotton dress, slip, red wool petticoat and
one sock and shoe -9½in. (24cm.) high (body
faded) £200-300

155.
A Kestner 111 all-bisque googly
doll, with blue side glancing googly sleeping
eyes, closed smiling mouth, red mohair wig,
fixed neck, jointed at shoulders, elbows, hips
and knees, painted brown shoes and white
socks -7in. (18cm.) high (small chip to left
knee) £300-400

156.
An extremely rare Armand Marseille character smiling boy with intaglio
painted eyes size 7, the bisque socket head depicting a young boy with intaglio painted
blue eyes with black pupils and white upper eye dots, black line to top eyelid edge, red
dot to the inner corner of the eye and centre of nostrils, light brown painted feathered
brows, well modelled full cheek with dimples and pleased expression, the closed slightly
smiling mouth with a darker red cupid’s bow outline, well defined ears, original blonde
mohair wig with curls at nape, composition and wooden ball-jointed body, wearing
original coarse linen shirt and modern blue velvet knickerbockers with yellow silk sash,
impressed Germany A 7 M -23in. (58.5cm.) high (head perfect, slight kiln dust to side
of right face near ear, an extremely tiny firing crack along edge of left top eye lid, body
incorrect and slightly too small and wig sparse in places) Notes - this very rare Armand
Marseille art character from a series they produced circa 1910. This child’s features are
beautifully modelled, probably studied from life. The doll was the child who toy of the
vendor’s grandmother who lived in Switzerland at the beginning of the 20th century.
£4000-6000
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157.
A German bisque headed 513 child
doll, possibly Bahr & Proschild with brown
lashed sleeping eyes, pierced ears, replace
brown wig, jointed composition body, beige
cotton dress, pinafore and underclothes -28in.
(71cm.) high (missing one eye lash) £200-300

165.
A Jutta 1914 character baby, with
blue sleeping eyes, replaced blonde wig,
composition bent-limbed body, white cotton
dress and underclothes -22in. (56cm.) high
£200-300
158.
A large Kammer & Reinhardt 117n
flirty eyed child doll, with blue sleeping
side glancing flirty eyes, blonde mohair wig,
jointed composition body, white cotton
dress, ribbed cotton coat and underclothes
-30½in. (77.5cm.) high (hairline crack from
left ear lobe towards left eye, some repair and
damage to body) £200-300
159.
A Simon & Halbig for Kammer
& Reinhardt child doll, with blue lashed
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, white cotton
dress and underclothes -23in. (58.5cm.) high
(repainted hands and left toes) £150-200
160.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, replaced
brown wig, jointed composition body and
floral print dress -24in. (61cm.) high (head
appears to big for body) £60-80
161.
A German bisque headed child
doll marked G B, probably George Borgfeldt
with brown lashed sleeping eyes, blonde hair
wig, jointed composition body, pink dress,
matching bonnet and underclothes -24in.
(61cm.) high (repainted arms) £150-200
162.
A Hertel Schwab & Co 136 child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, brown hair
wig, jointed composition body, silk smocked
dress and underclothes -20in. (50.5cm.) high
£80-120
163.
A Max Handwerck 286 Bebe Elite,
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, jointed composition body, white cotton
dress, cream cape and bonnet, underclothes
and brown leather shoes -24in. (61cm.) high
£150-200
164.
A Simon & Halbig for Kammer
& Reinhardt child doll, with blue lashed
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, jointed
composition body and pale yellow dress -29in.
(73.5cm.) high (damage to body around neck
socket, no wig) £200-300
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166.
An Armand Marseille 341 black
baby, with brown sleeping eyes, closed
mouth, black painted hair, bent-limbed
composition body and blue velvet suit -14in.
(35.5cm.) high £60-80
167.
A Burggrub 241 character baby,
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde painted and
moulded hair, bent-limbed composition body
and white cotton robe -19in (48cm.) high; and
an Armand Marseille 341 baby with closed
mouth in white cotton dress and spotted
muslin jacket £80-100
168.
Dolls and dolls’ shoes, an Armand
Marseille 390 with brown hair wig, jointed
composition body and chemise -13in. (33cm.)
high; a E Heubach 250 (head broken); and a
quantity of doll’s shoes including singles
£60-80

172.
A large DEP Tete Jumeau bebe
No 13, with fixed blue glass eyes, moulded
brows, pierced ears, brown hair wig, jointed
wood and papier-mâché body, inoperative
pull-cord voice, white cotton dress,
underclothes, red ink stamp to back of head
and Jumeau paper label to lower back -28½in.
(72.5cm.) high (ear piercing hole chipped,
some wear to body) £400-600
173.
Dolls and children’s shoes, a pair
of blue quilted slippers with kid soles -5in.
(12.5cm.) long, a pair of white kid flat soled
shoes -7in. (17.5cm.) long, a pair of rubber
shoes and rubber boots, a pair of carved
wooden heeled shoes and others £100-150
174.
A Gerbruder Kuhnlenz boy and girl
doll, with fixed dark eyes, the girl with light
brown wig, the boy with curly blonde, straight
legged composition bodies with moulded
shoes and socks and original French regional
costume -6 ¾in. (17cm.) high £100-150

169.
A Swaine & Co character baby,
marked B/o with brown sleeping eyes, brown
hair wig, bent-limbed composition body and
modern white cotton dress and bonnet -15in.
(38cm.) high £50-80
170.
A Kley & Hahn 680 character baby,
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, replaced
ginger wig, bent-limbed composition body and
cream silk dress -15in. (38cm.) high
£80-100
171.
Two German character babies, an
AM 990 with brown sleeping eyes and an
Ernst Heubach 320 with blue sleeping eyes,
wigged and bent-limbed composition bodies
-19in. (48cm.) largest (one finger missing)
£60-80

175.
A bisque shoulder-head doll in Old
Guernsey Costume, with blonde moulded
hair, stuffed body with bisque limbs, in original
printed cotton costume and bonnet, with milk
churn, basket of butter pats and a half knitted
sock, a handwritten paper label pinned to the
front ‘Old Guernsey Costume’ -13in. (33cm.)
high £200-300
176.
A S.F.B.J. 301 child doll, with brown
lashed sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig, jointed
papier-mâché body, cream silk dress, original
factory chemise, coat, socks and size 7 Bee
marked Jumeau shoes -18½in. (47cm.) high
(missing fingers and one composition eye lid
damaged) £150-200
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185.
An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, red hair wig, jointed
composition body, floral print dress, pinafore,
underclothes and straw hat -28in. (71cm.)
high; and an AM 341 baby with composition
body £100-150

177.
Two German bisque shoulder
head dolls, one marked 74 dressed in Welsh
traditional costume with blue fixed glass eyes,
brown mohair wig and stuffed body -13in.
(33cm.) high; and another similar, possibly
marked Amy with blue sleeping eyes, dressed
as a Gypsy £60-80

186.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1906
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress and underclothes -29in.
(73.5cm.) high (restored hands) £80-120

181.
A German small all-bisque child
doll, probably Simon & Halbig with socket
head, brown sleeping eyes, closed mouth,
blonde feathered brows, blonde mohair
wig in two long plaits with plaster pate,
wooden pegged jointed at shoulders and
hips, moulded and painted black heeled
boots with four straps, white socks with pink
trim, original good quality European regional
costume and a handwritten label on cloth
stitched to inside of her skirt ‘Christabel,
Aunts A & J, Germany 1888’ -6½in. (16.5cm.)
high (small flake to right hip peg hole) - the
childhood toy of Helen Christabel Vaudrey
1887-1977 £100-150
178.
A rare French Joseph Joanny bebe
No 3, with fixed bright blue eyes, closed
mouth with darker lined painted gap, heavy
brows, blonde mohair wig, papier-mâché body
with straight legs and fixed wrists, original
light and dark pink dress, matching bonnet,
underclothes socks and white kid shoes
-10½in. (26.5cm.) high (slight black mark to
forehead, a slight grainy finish to bisque, some
fading and slight moth damage to clothes) the childhood toy of Helen Christabel Vaudrey
1887-1977 £300-400
179.
A late 19th century German bisque
headed doll marked B, with fixed brown glass
eyes, dark glazed brows, blonde mohair wig,
jointed composition body with fixed wrists,
original Alsace costume with black velvet
bodice, blue and white striped silk apron,
black lace headdress, underclothes, brown
socks and black oil-cloth shoes -13in. (33cm.)
high - the childhood toy of Helen Christabel
Vaudrey 1887-1977 £150-200

182.
Three German shoulder-head dolls
in regional costumes, each with blonde
moulded hair, painted blue eyes, stuffed
bodies, bisque limbs and original European
regional costumes -10in. (25.5cm.) height of
largest (dusty, one missing back of skirt) - the
childhood toy of Helen Christabel Vaudrey
1887-1977 £100-150

188.
A large Schoenau & Hoffmeister
Hanna baby, with blue lashed sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, bent-limbed composition
body, white cotton dress, underclothes and
wool bonnet -23in. (58.5cm.) high (body
repainted) £80-100
189.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 169
character baby, with blue lashed sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, composition toddler
body and cotton slip -20in. (50.5cm.) high
£60-80
190.
A Schutzmeister & Quendt
201 character baby, with blue sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig and bent-limbed
composition body -16in. (40.5cm.) high (needs
restringing); and a Chiltern post-war unjointed
artsilk teddy bear £70-100

183.
A German bisque shoulder head
doll in regional costume, with mould blonde
hair held in an Alice band, blue painted
eyes, stuffed body with bisque arms and
original costume -10in. (25.5cm.) high; and
a small Etienne Denamur doll with straight
legged papier-mâché body in French regional
costume (missing toe of one boot) - the
childhood toy of Helen Christabel Vaudrey
1887-1977 £60-80

180.
A German child doll marked F,
with fixed dark blue eyes, blonde mohair
wig, composition straight limbs body, original
brown velvet hunting outfit, oil-cloth glengarry
with tied string bag for hooking game through,
a metal and wood rifle, spats and tan kid
shoes -13in. (33cm.) high (head broken and
glued) - known as Jonny, the childhood toy of
Helen Christabel Vaudrey 1887-1977
£80-100
184.
A Franz Schmidt clockwork walking
doll, with Simon & Halbig 1902 head, blue
fixed glass eyes, jointed composition arms,
tinplate torso house keywind mechanism,
lithographed tinplate legs with black and
brown buttoned boots, blue spotted dress
with veil with brass headdress and strand of
paste jewels -12in. (30.5cm.) high £600-800
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187.
An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, modern blonde hair
wig, jointed composition body, pink dress,
pinafore and underclothes -27in (68.5cm.)
high (repainted body) £60-80

191.
A Max Handwerck child doll, with
brown sleeping eyes, strawberry blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body, blue
wool sailor’s suit with HMS Tiger hat band and
brown leather shoes -24in. (61cm.) high
£200-300
192.
A Simon & Halbig 1039 walking and
kiss throwing doll, with blue flirty eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body and
blue cotton dress -22in. (56cm.) high (hairline
crack down left cheek and hands repainted)
£150-200
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193.
An Armand Marseille Floradora
shoulder head doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, inserted blonde
hair eyebrows, kid Universal jointed body
with bisque arms, blue striped muslin dress,
underclothes and black oil-cloth shoes -24in.
(61cm.) high; and a small bisque headed dolls’
house doll (missing wig)
£100-150

194.
A German bisque headed child
doll in traditional Chinese dress, with fixed
dark eyes, elaborately styled hair wig with
floral trim, straight limbed composition body
and original silk clothes -18in. (46cm.) height
including wig (head not checked for damage)
£200-300
195.
A Gebruder Heubach child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, closed mouth with
slight smile, modern blonde wig, modern
body and nurses’s uniform -14in. (36cm.) high
(needs restringing); a replica Albert Marque
doll by Maureen Holliman; and a modern dog
pincushion £60-80

204.
An Armand Marseille 390n child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, cream dress,
underclothes and pink shoes and socks
-15½in. (39.5cm.) high (missing finger on one
hand, the top of another) £30-50
205.
Various items, two all-bisque
googly-type dolls with jointed arms (both
damaged); a fur Borzoi -6in. (15cm.) long
(missing leg and two others damaged), a
similar lying cat, a clockwork Schuco dancing
mice and other items £80-100

197.
Two German bisque headed
dolls dressed in Russian costumes, mould
numbers 448 and 532 with brown and blue
sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed
composition bodies and original red, yellow
and white ornate costumes with headwork
-8in. (20.5cm.) high - these belonged to two
sisters Nancy and Hilly del Strother born in
Moscow 1906 and 1908. They fled from Russia
circa 1916 and these two dolls were one of
the few possessions the children were allowed
to bring - sold with a letter of provenance, a
photograph of the girls and a piece of family
headed paper from their Moscow house
£200-300

206.
An interesting Swiss carved
wooden choir boy, probably originally a
hand puppet, now with wired leather body,
the shoulder head with carved skull-cap and
original clothes -14in. (36cm.) high; and two
composition dolls £60-80
207.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister
character baby, with fixed blue glass eyes,
closed down turned mouth, blonde painted
hair, stuffed body with composition hands
and cotton robe -15in. (38cm.) high (robe very
stained) £80-100
208.
A small Kammer & Reinhardt 101
character boy, with blue painted eyes, closed
mouth, jointed composition body and blue
sailor’s suit -8in. (20cm.) high (missing wig and
faded and dirty clothes) £100-150

198.
An Armand Marseille 1894 child
doll, with fixed brown glass eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body with
fixed wrists, original European national dress,
underclothes, blue socks and black leather
shoes -14in. (36cm.) high £70-100
199.
A Theodor Wendt 210 baby doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
bent-limbed composition body and sailor’s
outfit -10in. (25.5cm.) high £40-60
200.
An Armand Marseille 341 black
baby, with brown sleeping eyes, black painted
hair, bent-limbed composition body and
Indian style outfit -11½in. (29cm.)high (needs
restringing) £30-40
201.
A Goebels 120 child doll, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
jointed composition body, white muslin dress,
underclothes and black oil-cloth shoes -25in.
(63.5cm.) high £100-150

196.
Doll’s accessories, a straw and
bamboo portmanteau with leather handle
and strap with brass fastener -6in. (15.5cm.)
long; a red handbag for fashion doll with
gilt fastener and chain; a cream wool cape
with fringing, a doll’s writing set, pink and
green silk hat, a silver hand mirror and a few
postcards featuring dolls
£100-150
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202.
A Simon & Halbig for Kammer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blonde sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, blonde hair wig and
jointed composition body -18in. (45.5cm.)
high (three damaged fingers); and a post-war
Chad Valley teddy bear (worn) £60-80

209.
A small Simon & Halbig for Franz
Schmidt 293 child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, brown mohair wig, straight
legged composition body with moulded socks
and shows, pinafore embroidered with pink
rabbit and underclothes -9in. (23cm.) high
£100-150

203.
Various dolls, a pegged wooden
doll -10in. (25.5cm.) high, another turned into
a puppet, an English bisque Cecily character
baby with composition body, a felt doll, an egg
and spoon race game and other items
£70-100
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217.
A rare Gebruder Heubach
girl playing ball figure, with expressive
downwards looking face, long blue dress
with pinafore and arms held up, one with
a ball, probably original had a playing dog
companion, blue starburst ink stamp to base
and impressed 8798 -12½in. (32cm.) high
(restored at neck) £30-40

210.
A rare pair of painted Parian
sculptures of sleeping children by R J
Morris, each reclining on a gender specific
upholstered chair, both wearing nightwear,
the girl with an open book and the boy with a
ball, impressed R J Morris S C and Sculpt -13in.
(33cm.) largest (slight firing cracks to necks)
£250-350

213.
An unusual Gebruder Heubach
baby seated on chamber pot, in nightshirt
with sad face, unusual jointed arm and
sunburst mark to back -9in. (23cm.) high
£60-80

214.
A large Gebruder Heubach dancing
girl figure, her head turned to the right
holding pleated skirt aloft, tambourine at feet
on rose decorated base -15½in. (39cm.) high
£100-150

218.
A rare Gebruder Heubach
ragamuffin newspaper boy, with open
shouting mouth, long grey coat, cap, oversized
shoes, bundle of newspaper under one arm
and another held aloft -9½in. (24cm.) high
(restored) £40-60

219.
A Gebruder Heubach standing
naked boy in boots, with moulded blonde
hair, armed held to the side for balance and
over size shoes -8½in. (21.5cm.) high £40-60
220.
A Gebruder Heubach bathing girl,
kneeling with hands washing hair in large
green glazed basin and impressed starburst to
base -5 ¼in. (13cm.) high £50-80

211.
A pair of Gebruder Heubach bubble
blowers, the boy seated across a wood
bench, in pale yellow and mauve, the girl sat
side on to a bench in pale green, each with
a bowl of soap suds and bubble pipe -13½in.
(34cm.) largest (her pipe broken at mouth and
slight chipping to base) £300-400

221.
A small Gebruder Heubach
bathing girl, seated leaning forward with
hand between feet, green glazed basin and
impressed starburst to base -3 ¼in. (8cm.)
high £40-60
215.
A pair of Gebruder Heubach figures
of children playing, the boy with hoop and
stick, the girl skipping, both in yellow clothes,
impressed and ink stamped with sunburst
mark -13in. (33cm.) high (missing stick)
£60-80

222.
A pair of Gebruder Heubach seated
seaside figures, the boy holding a fishing net
and Sou’wester hat, the girl in sun bonnet
holding shell to ear, both in green and waves
lapping at base -9½in. (24cm.) high £60-80
223.
A rare Gebruder Heubach baby in
rabbit skin, standing holding an egg shaped
posy vase, the white rabbit skin draped from
head with orange painted eyes -7 ¾in. (20cm.)
high (restored) £30-50

212.
A pair of German bisque figures of
children with dogs, the boy dressed in grey
sailor’s suit holding a pug under each arm, the
girl in pale grey dress with terrier under one
arm and her other arm held up as if holding a
treat -13in. (33cm.) high (both appear to have
factory? repaired chips to front base edges)
£100-150
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224.
Four Gebruder Heubach seated
girls in bonnets, two removing her socks
-5in. (12.5cm.) high; and two seated with
outstretched legs and crossed hands, two with
impressed mark and one with ink stamp
£80-120
216.
A large Gebruder Heubach seated
baby, with expressive face, upward glancing
intaglio eyes, biting his bottom lip, in slipped
pale yellow nightdress, playing with her toes
and red starburst ink stamp to base -11in.
(28cm.) high £80-120

225.
A pair of Gebruder Heubach seated
Dutch children, with basket posy holder,
painted in red and green, impressed mark
-8½in. (21.5cm.) high (the girls basket with
very slight chip) £70-100
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235.
A Gebruder Heubach girl dressed
for winter, in fur trimmed coat with muff
-9½in. (24cm.) high; a younger child holding
a rabbit; and a baby with beetle crawling on
arm £70-100

242.
A pair of German bisque children,
one with ball at her feet on green bases -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (one finger missing); two
crawling babies with mohair wigs and another
pair of lying babies, one with a dog and the
other with a rabbit on their backs (last pair
damaged) £50-80
243.
Two Gebruder Heubach naked
babies, a crouching baby with hands between
her feet -6in. (15cm.) high; and another
seated boy holding his knees (restored around
shoulders) £50-80

226.
A small Gebruder Heubach baby sat
in a boot, with laces -4in. (10cm.) high; and
another seated wearing nightdress, holding
top hat in lap and a hankie wrapped ice block
to temple £60-80
227.
Four small Gebruder Heubach
naked babies, two grumpy, one coy and the
other standing distressed wearing shoes -4in.
(10cm.) high £100-150
228.
Two pairs of Gebruder Heubach
of children figures, one pair dressed in pink
representing a fisherman and a shell picker
-12½in. (32cm.) high (her with restored hands
and him firing crack to ankles); and a pair in
green, the boy holding monkey and the girl
with fruit (him with glued neck) £60-80
229.
Four Gebruder Heubach babies,
two seated, one high coloured -6in. (15cm.)
high; one lying on back and one crawling, in
nightdresses (last two, one restored and one
glued) £50-80
230.
A pair of Gebruder Heubach figures
of children seated in chairs, the girl knitting
and the boy wearing fez and glasses-9½in.
(24cm.) high; and another similar on mauve
tasselled stall reading a book, all with ink
stamp to inside £70-100
231.
Three pairs of German bisque
children with cups and saucers, all seated,
one holding a saucer and one holding a tea
cup, two pairs in green and one pair in brown
-7in. (18cm.) largest (two fingers missing)
£50-80

236.
Three Gebruder Heubach naked
comic babies, all seated, two grumpy
with clenched fists and one with surprised
expression, two with impressed square
Heubach mark -5in. (12.5cm.) high £100-150
237.
German bisque children with their
pets, a small figural group of two seated
children holding a rabbit -2½in. (7cm.) high; a
pair of seated children, one with a cat and one
with a dog; and two lying babies, one with a
pug and one with a cat £60-80
238.
Gebruder Heubach Dutch children,
a kissing couple -5in. (12.5cm.) high; a seated
boy with basket posy holder and a seated girl,
green and red clothes, later two with starburst
impressed marks £50-80
239.
Three pairs of bisque children, a
pair, one dressed holding a polchinello and the
other in her night dress holding a doll -10½in.
(27cm.) high; a pair representing a naughty
and nice girl (both pairs with some damage);
and another pair, one beating her dolly £50-80
240.
China and bisque children, a
glazed china child seated holding a ball -8½in.
(21.5cm.) high, a pair of children playing with
younger children on their backs, a pair of
fisher children and two others (one restored
arm) £50-80

244.
Six German bisque babies, one
lying holding a toy lamb -7in. (18cm.) long,
another leaning back with her hands on the
ground and others (three with restoration and
slight damage to one other) £50-80
245.
Seven German bisque babies,
including Heubach crawling and playing with
toes, largest -7in. (18cm.) long and other
makers (mainly with restoration or slight
damage) £60-80
246.
A Gebruder Heubach Baby Bunting,
with jointed arms and eggs posy vase -9in.
(23cm.) high (restored); an all-bisque googly
eyed body doll in moulded romper with
jointed arms; and two others £60-80
247.
Five German bisque babies, a pair
lying with basket posy vases on their backs
-8½in. (21.5cm.) long, a baby seated on a
cushion pulling sock off spill vase and two
others £60-80
248.
Six German bisque babies, one
reclining sucking thumb -8in. (20cm.) long,
one seated with a milk bottle and four others
(some restoration and slight damage) £50-80
249.
Five German bisque babies, a
pair seated, one holding a pocket watch
-7in. (18cm.) high, two other seated, one
in a bonnet and one with a milk bottle and
another lying down £60-80
250.
Five German bisque babies, one
seated with an apple -5in. (12.5cm.) high,
another holding a shoe and three others
(slight damage) £50-80

232.
Four Gebruder Heubach Dutch
children, all dressed in blue, a larger girl
seated -7in. (18cm.) high; a smaller seated
pair; and a seated girl with two egg posy
holders, three with impressed mark
£100-150
233.
A Gebruder Heubach naked comic
baby posy holder, seated cross legged with
red Turkish slippers, blue intaglio eyes and
smiling mouth, egg posy holder to back -5in.
(13cm.) high; and another similar seated with
hands on belly, Heubach square mark
£70-100
234.
Two seated Gebruder Heubach
babies, one reclining with limbs in the air
-8½in. (22cm.) long; and another seated with
hands held to head, both in night dresses and
impressed with sunburst mark £70-100
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241.
Three pairs of bisque children, a
pair of 18th century dressed children with
baskets on their backs -9in. (23cm.) high, two
other pairs in blue; and two single figures
(slight damage) £50-80

251.
A Georgene Averill Bonnie Babe,
bisque headed with sleeping blue eyes, open
squint mouth with two lower teeth, blonde
painted moulded hair, stuffed body with
composition lower limbs and original muslin
gown -18in. (45.5cm.) high £150-200
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252.
A Hertel Schwab & Co 152 character
baby, with pale blue striated sleeping eyes,
open mouth with moulded tongue, blonde
mohair wig, bent limbed composition body
and mauve romper with lace collar -18in
(45.5cm.) high £60-80
253.
A Franz Schmidt & Co 1295
character baby, with brown sleeping eyes,
light brown mohair wig, composition bent
limbed body, white cotton robe and bonnet
-17in. (43cm.) high (restored and a damaged
finger) £60-80

254.
A Simon & Halbig 1294 character
baby, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, bent limbed composition body, green,
blue, white and black checked wool dress and
matching bonnet -23in. (58.5cm.) high
£100-150

258.
A SFBJ walking talking kiss throwing
child doll, with brown sleeping eyes, pierced
ears, replaced brown wig, straight legged
papier-mâché body with walking and talking
mechanism, white cotton dress, underclothes
and bonnet -23in. (58.5cm.) high (kiss
throwing mechanism needs attention)
£150-200

263.
A large Kammer & Reinhardt 126
character baby, with blue sleeping flirty eyes,
replaced blonde wig, bent limbed composition
body, white muslin dress and underclothes
-24in. (61cm.) high (repainted body) £70-100
264.
A Konig & Wernicke 99 character
baby, with blue sleeping eyes, replaced
brown wig, bent-limbed composition body,
white cotton robe -19in. (48.5cm.) high (body
repainted) £50-80
265.
A large Armand Marseille
990 character baby, with lashed brown
sleeping eyes, red mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition body, cream silk gown, cream
wool cape, spotted muslin bonnet and
underclothes -26in. (66cm.) high (limbs
washed and four repaired fingers) £50-80

259.
A DEP child doll, with lashed blue
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, replaced blonde
wig, jointed papier-mâché body, cream wool
dress with lace trim, underclothes and boots
-18in. (45.5cm.) high £150-200

266.
A Max Handwerck 286 Bebe
Elite child doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
replaced brown wig, jointed composition
body, white cotton dress and underclothes
-27in. (68.5cm.) high; and a reproduction
wicker pushchair £70-100

260.
A Simon & Halbig for CMB child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
replaced light brown wig, jointed composition
body, white muslin dress, underclothes and
black and brown oil-cloth shoes -24in. (61cm.)
high £80-120

267.
A large Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, replacement
blonde wig, jointed composition body, dusty
pink dress, matching hat, pinafore and
underclothes -33in. (84cm.) high; and wicker
chair £150-200

261.
A large Kley & Hahn Walkure child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, underclothes, brown
velvet coat and bonnet -29½in. (75cm.) high
£150-200

268.
A small SFBJ 236 character baby,
with blue sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth
with two teeth, blonde mohair wig, jointed
papier-mâché body, white cotton dress with
lace trim, bonnet and underclothes -12½in.
(31.5cm.) high (wig sparse) £100-150

255.
An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with lashed blue sleeping eyes, brown
wig, jointed composition body, recent flouncy
dress, matching bonnet, underclothes
and white kid shoes -25in. (63.5cm.) high
(repainted hands) £60-80
256.
A DEP child doll, with lashed blue
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, brown hair wig,
jointed papier-mâché body, green dress, lace
and white work pinafore, three petticoats,
underclothes and bonnet -22in. (56cm.) high
(restoration to body) £200-300

269.
A very small Alt Beck & Gottschalck
1323 character baby, with brown painted
eyes, open/closed mouth, blonde painted hair,
bent-limbed composition body and cream
dress -5in. (12.5cm.) high £30-50

257.
An unmarked Jumeau bebe,
with fixed dark brown eyes, dark brown
brows, open mouth with teeth, pierced
ears, replacement blonde wig, jointed
papier-mâché body, whitework cotton
dress, underclothes, bonnet and kid boots,
impressed 11 -26in. (66cm.) high (firing cracks
to forehead rim and mould line, replacement
pate, slight wear to body) £300-400
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270.
A small Hertel Schwab & Co 150
character baby, with fixed blue glass eyes,
open/closed mouth with tongue, brown
mohair wig, bent-limbed composition body
and white cotton dress -8in. (20cm.) high
(repaired at wrist) £40-60
262.
A Kestner 211 character baby,
with blue sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth,
double chin, replaced blonde wig, jointed
toddler body, white muslin dress, bonnet,
underclothes and brown kid shoes -19in.
(48.5cm.) high (repaired fingers one right
hand) £100-150

271.
An Eisenmann & Co character baby,
with blue intaglio eyes, open/closed mouth,
blonde painted hair, bent-limbed composition
body and cotton robe -10½in. (26.5cm.) high
(head appears a little small in socket and
restored fingers) £50-80
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272.
A large SFBJ 251 character baby,
with blue sleeping eyes, open mouth with
moulded top teen, dimpled cheeks, brown
mohair wig, bent-limbed papier-mâché body,
silk dress, bonnet labelled Grande Maison
De Blanc New York and underclothes -24in.
(61cm.) high £150-200
273.
An Ernst Heubach 399 bisque
headed black character baby, with brown
sleeping eyes, full-lipped closed mouth, broad
nose, pierced ears, black painted hair, bentlimbed composition body and knitted gown
and bonnet -16in. (40.5cm.) high
£100-150
274.
A SFBJ 236 character baby, with
blue sleeping eyes, open/closed smiling
mouth with two top teeth, brown hair wig,
bent-limbed papier-mâché body, white cotton
robe, bonnet and underclothes -17in. (43cm.)
high (tiny eye rim flake, repairs to hands)
£80-120
275.
An Ernst Heubach 302 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig,
jointed composition body, white muslim
dress and underclothes -26in. (66cm.) high
(repainted and restored hands) £50-80
276.
A large Konig & Wernicke 99
character baby, with blue sleeping eyes,
strawberry blonde hair wig, bent-limbed
composition body, cream silk dress,
underclothes and tan oil-cloth shoes -26in.
(66cm.) high (body repainted)
£60-80
277.
A Simon & Halbig for Kammer &
Reinhardt 126 character baby, with blue
sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition body, cotton robe, underclothes
and bonnet -21in. (53.5cm.) high
£80-100
278.
An Armand Marseille DEP child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, dark glazed brows,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body
, white cotton dress and underclothes -27in.
(68.5cm.) high (restored finger) £100-150
279.
An Armand Marseille 341 black
baby, with brown sleeping eyes, closed
mouth, black painted hair, bent-limbed
composition body, white robe and bonnet
-19in. (48.5cm.) high (restored finger)
£60-80
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287.
A Simon & Halbig for Kammer &
Reinhardt 121 character baby, with brown
sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig, bent-limbed
composition body, white cotton robe and
bonnet -19½in. (49.5cm.) high £150-200
280.
A Kammer & Reinhardt 100 type
character baby, with blue painted eyes,
open/closed mouth, blonde painted hair,
composition baby body with straighter legs
and muslin dress -20in. (51cm.) high (body
probably incorrect for head, appears too
small) £70-100
281.
A large Ernst Heubach 342 baby
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, blonde hair
wig, composition bent-limbed body, white
cotton dress and bonnet -27in. (68.5cm.) high
(slight wear and repair to body) £50-80
282.
A SFBJ 236 character baby, with
dark sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth with
two moulded teeth, brown hair wig, bentlimbed papier-mâché body, cotton robe,
underclothes and bonnet -17in. (43.5cm.) high
£100-150
283.
A large Simon & Halbig for Heinrich
Handwerck child doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, strawberry blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, ribbed white
cotton dress, underclothes, pink shoes and
bonnet -33in. (83.5cm.) high £200-300
284.
Three German bisque headed
child dolls, an Armand Marseille 390 -21in.
(53.5cm.) high, another marked 5/0; both on
composition jointed bodies and an AM370
with stuffed body £80-120

288.
Two German bisque headed babies,
a Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth 914 -19in.
(48.5cm.) high; and an Ernst Heubach 320,
both with composition bent-limbed bodies
and white cotton dresses £60-80
289.
A small German character baby,
probably a Hertel, Schwab & Co marked 151
with blue glass eyes, open/closed mouth,
blonde painted hair, bent-limbed composition
body and knitted outfit -10in. (26.5cm.) high
£40-60
290.
A Catterfelder Puppenfabrik 201
character baby, with blue sleeping eyes,
strawberry blonde mohair wig, bent-bentlimber composition body, white cotton dress
and bonnet -14in. (35cm.) long (tiny hairline
to back of head rim) £50-80
291.
Two German bisque headed babies,
an Ernst Heubach Revalo -23in. (58.5cm.)
high; and an AM 351, both with composition
bent-limbed bodies, white cotton robes,
underclothes and bonnets; and a Continental
pine rocking cradle £80-120
292.
An Ernst Heubach 399 black
character baby, bisque headed with sleeping
brown eyes, full lipped closed mouth, broad
nose, pierced ears, bent-limbed composition
body, white cotton robe, underclothes and
bonnet -17in. (43cm.) high (chip to thumb)
£60-80

285.
Two German bisque headed dolls,
an Armand Marseille 390n with jointed
composition body -21in. (53.5cm.) high; and a
Simon & Halbig 1079 DEP head on a too large
Universal jointed body in green velvet outfit
£70-100
286.
A Grace S Putman Bye-Lo Baby,
with blue glass eyes, closed mouth, moulded
blonde hair, stuffed body with celluloid hands
and white cotton robe -14in. (35.5cm.) high
(hands damaged and missing three fingers)
£70-100
293.
A Kammer & Reinhardt 100
character baby, with blue painted eyes, open/
closed mouth, blonde painted hair, bentlimbed composition body and white cotton
robe -15in. (38cm.) high £80-100
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294.
A Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth
914 character baby, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde wig, bent-limbed composition body,
white cotton dress, underclothes and bonnet
-24in. (61cm.) high (slight damage to fingers)
£50-80
295.
A SFBJ 236 character baby, with
blue sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth with
two teeth, brown hair wig, bent-limbed
papier-mâché body, white cotton dress,
underclothes and straw bonnet -19in. (48cm.)
high (repainted body and eye mechanism
glued in place) £80-120
296.
A small SFBJ 236 character baby,
with blue sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth
with two teeth, brown hair wig, bent-limbed
papier-mâché body, white cotton robe,
underclothes and bonnet-7½in. (19cm.) high
£60-80
297.
Two restored bisque headed dolls,
a L V France child doll with jointed body, white
cotton dress, underclothes, pink coat and hat
-18in. (45cm.) high (restored to right side of
face); an Ernst Heubach shoulder head with
head turned to the right, stuffed body with
composition limbs, nice quality baby clothes
(restored at neck); and a reproduction doll’s
pram £60-80

304.
Two German bisque headed
babies, a Hertel, Schwab & Co 152 character
baby with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body and
muslin robe -13in. (33cm.) high; and an Ernst
Heubach 300 with side glancing sleeping eyes
and Burgundy velvet outfit £70-100

Lot 310

305.
Two German bisque headed
character babies, an Armand Marseille
for George Borgfeldt 327 with blue lashed
sleeping eyes and bent-limbed composition
bodies -24in. (61cm.) high; and a Simon &
Halbig 1294, both dressed (SH repaired eye
corner and crack to back of head, both with
replacement wigs) £60-80
306.
Dolls spares and clothes, a few old
wigs, a lightly tanned probably reproduction
Jumeau head, AM 996 head, body parts,
underclothes, lace trim and dolls’ clothes
£50-80
307.
Three small German character
babies, a Catterfelder Puppenfabrik 201
-10in. (25.5cm.) high, a Bahr & Proschild 585
with open/closed mouth with two teeth and
Schoenau & Hoffmeister, all with bent limbed
composition bodies and dressed (two with
new wigs) £100-150

298.
Three Armand Marseille babies,
341 with blue sleeping eyes, closed mouth,
bent-limbed composition body and knitted
gown -15in. (38cm.) high, a smaller 341; and
351, both with bent-limbed composition
bodies and robes (the second restored)
£60-80
299.
Two German bisque headed
babies, an Ernst Heubach 300 with bentlimbed composition head turning and leg
walking mechanism body -21in. (53.5cm.) high
(missing wig); and an AM 971, both dressed
£60-80
300.
Two Armand Marseille 351
character babies, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde painted hair, bent-limbed composition
body, dressed -22in. (56cm.) high £50-80
301.
An Ernst Heubach 302 child doll,
with brown lashed sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress and underclothes -24in. (61cm.)
high; and a convertible high chair £70-100
302.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister
character baby, marked 0 with blue
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, bentlimbed composition body, white cotton and
lace dress, underclothes and bonnet -14in.
(35.5cm.) high; and a convertible hight chair
£50-80
303.
Two German bisque headed
dolls, an Ernst Heubach 1900 on jointed
composition body -25in. (63.5cm.) high; and
an AM 1894 DEP on stuffed body with jointed
composition limbs, both in white dresses with
underclothes (wigs replaced) £80-100
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311.
A Kathe Kruse Du Mein sand baby
doll, with blue painted eyes, brown painted
hair, weighted cloth body with wire armature
extending to tips of fingers, white muslin dress
and red felt shoes -20in. (51cm.) high (a patch
to forehead, back of left ear and fairly worn)
£200-300
308.
A German shoulder head doll,
with fixed blue glass eyes, closed mouth,
solid domed pate, turned slightly to the right,
gusseted kid body with bisque arms and
satin lower legs, white cotton and lace dress,
underclothes and bonnet -14½in. (37cm.)
high (restored hands, end of nose rubbed and
replaced wig) £80-120
309.
Three British felt dolls, a couple
each with a bucket, he with dark mohair wig
and moustache and rake, her with blonde
mohair wig and broom -15½in. (39cm.) high;
and a similar boy in Tyrolean clothes with
grape basket on back £60-80
310.
A Kathe Kruse Doll VIII The German
Child, the painted cloth head with blonde
shortly cut side parted hair, grey painted eyes,
swivel head, jointed legs, hinged arms, in grey
lederhosen with shirt and red spotted cravat,
a beige coat with pink, cream and grey scarf,
red felt beret, white shoes and socks -21in.
(53cm.) high (slight marks to side of face,
possibly pencil, some hair cutting and ageing)
£300-400

312.
A Lenci 300 Series girl doll, with
pressed felt face, brown painted side glancing
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed felt body,
original leather shoes and socks, replacement
pink muslin dress and spotted muslin pinafore
-18in. (46cm.) high (slight fading) £100-150
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313.
A continental felt girl doll, with
pressed face with large brown side glancing
eyes, brown curly bobbed hair, jointed felt
body, later clothes and indistinctly green ink
makers stamp on feet -21in. (53.5cm.) high
£100-150

325.
Various cloth dolls, a pressed felt
doll with brown side glancing eyes, brown
curly mohair wig, cloth body and original felt
clothes -18in. (46cm.) high (some moth holes);
an Allwin black doll; a Dean’s Lupino Lane; a
Norah Wellings Army girl (missing hat); and a
monkey glove puppet £60-80

314.
A Lenci felt girl doll, with pressed
face, brown side glancing eyes, long brown
mohair wig, jointed felt body, orange and
brown traditional costume embroidered with
chickens, underclothes, shoes and head scarf
-14½in. (37cm.) high (moth holes and fading)
£60-80

326.
An American printed cloth doll,
with printed blonde hair, white underclothes,
red socks and black shoes and a blue and
white striped romper -24in. (61cm.) high (hole
in crotch and shoes, fading) £30-50
327.
A large Norah Wellings black doll,
with brown glass side glancing eyes, velvet
Dutch style integral clothed body and faded
label on foot -29in. (73.5cm.) high (stains
to back of trousers, arms need reattaching,
additional jacket and trousers) £30-50
318.
A Door of Hope Mission male doll,
with carved wooden head, black painted scull
cap, stuffed body, original black and blue
clothes -12½in. (32cm.) high (missing queue
and ears chipped); a small Chinese cloth
family; and two Indian cloth dolls £150-200

315.
A Martha Chase painted cloth doll,
with blue eyes, blonde textured hair, well
modelled ears, fingers and toes, hinged joints
and white work dress -24in. (61cm.) high
(some wear, staining to dress) £200-300

319.
An interesting late 19th century
stitched native doll, possibly South American
or Indian with inset glass eyes rolled into
the back of his head, white glass top row of
teeth, large grin, black wig, stuffed body with
stitched fingers and toes, blue and white
clothes with straw hat -9in. (23cm.) high
(missing toes on left foot and slight damage to
top of head, piece there) £40-60
320.
A Chad Valley Mabel Lucie Attwell
Bambina doll, with felt face, side glancing
googly eyes, blonde hair wig, velvet body,
original felt clothes, label and button under
right arm -18in. (45.5cm.) high (heavily faded,
slight damage and face markings run) £50-80
321.
A Japanese 1930s gofun girl
Ichimatsu doll, with brown glass eyes, black
hair wig, stuffed body with gofun limbs and
original kimono -18in. (45.5cm.) high (dusty
and faded); a bamboo balloon backed chair
and fan £40-60

316.
A rare Cobo of Guernsey painted
stockinette doll, with primitive stitched raised
nose and brown, painted eyes, mouth and
brown hair, hinged cloth body with painted
hands and feet, red and white gingham
romper and seed necklace -16in. (40.5cm.)
high - Alice de Hurays and Judy Guilles had a
doll making business in Cobo, Guernsey and
named their dolls either ‘Cobo-Alice’ or ‘CoboJudy’ in the 1880s to 1920s. £300-400
317.
A felt black bellhop doll, probably
Spanish or Italian with green side glancing
eyes, real fur hair and a parcel under each arm
-19in. (48cm.) high; a similar boy and girl; and
a duck pop star! £80-100
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322.
A Japanese 19th century gofun boy
Ichimatsu doll, with pinker complexion, dark
large pupiled eyes, black painted tufts of hair,
Taufling type body with gofun limbs, silk skirt
and orange velvet robe -9½in. (24cm.) high
(damage to top of head, some wear, fading
and dirt); and a bamboo chair £60-80
323.
A Japanese 1930s gofun boy
Ichimatsu doll, with brown glass eyes, black
painted hair, with stuffed upper legs and
original kimono -10in. (25.5cm.) high (dirty
and faded) £60-80
324.
A Japaneses Hina gofun emperor
and empress, on raised Dias with pots of
flowers and two screens on black lacquer
stand -9½in. (24cm.) width of stand; a
Japanese elderly couple dolls (him with
chipped nose) and another damaged doll
£50-80

328.
An American printed cloth doll,
with printed brown curls, white underclothes,
red socks and boots and a white cotton dress
-24in. (61 cm.) high (stained and faded)
£30-40
329.
A papier-mâché Scootles type doll,
with blue painted eyes and blonde painted
hair, stuffed torso with inoperative voice
mechanism, chubby papier-mâché limbs and
additional clothes -15in. (38cm.) high; an AM
351 black composition baby (needs restringing
and eyes dropped into head); and homemade
cloth doll dressed as a 16th century man
£50-80
330.
A Japanese air blown celluloid
baby, with moulder hair and painted eyes,
jointed and Burgundy red velvet suit -22in.
(56cm.) high, another smaller example, a
composition headed squeak toy with velvet
body (damaged around mouth) and soft toy
pony £20-30
331.
A trade box of nine rare Dean’s Rag
Book Co coronation dolls, red, white and
blue artificial silk plush, painted faces with
transferred eyes, original ribbon and seven
with swing tags, in original trade box base
with remains of end label -9in. (23cm.) high
(two chewed by mice, one creased face, box
damaged); and a scottie dog £80-120
332.
Three Dean’s Rag Book Co character
dolls, a rare Henry with composition head and
label on foot -9in. (23cm.) high (missing paint
from eye area); a Lupino Lane and a Hetty the
Help Yourself Girl (worn) £80-100
333.
A Norah Wellings girl doll, with
pressed felt face, brown painted side glancing
eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed felt body,
original clothes and label on wrist -14½in.
(37cm.) high; an AM COD 93 shoulder-head
with stuffed body and cream silk dress; and a
celluloid head doll £70-100
334.
Cloth dolls and teddy bears, six
Golliwoggs with gingham trousers -13½in.
(34cm.) high, seven similar dolls; seven
cardboard headed dolls; and four teddy bears
(some damage) £30-50
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335.
A late Kathe Kruse girl doll, with
painted plastic head, blonde hair wig and
jointed cloth body with original shoes,
socks and underwear -14in. (35.5cm.) high;
a wooden head girl doll with cloth body; a
celluloid headed doll (missing hand) and seven
Kersa felt hand puppets £70-100

342.
A Simon & Halbig 1039 child doll,
with brown lashed flirty eyes, pierced ears,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition body
with pull string mama voice, modern yellow
silk dress and underclothes -20½in. (52cm.)
high (cracks to forehead and back of head,
body repainted) £50-80

336.
Various dolls, a Japanese air-blown
boy doll -23in. (58.5cm.) high; a composition
headed tea cosy; a Playmates cloth doll; and
others £30-40

343.
A Simon & Halbig for Kammer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed
composition body, white muslin dress,
underclothes, brown and cream oil-cloth
shoes and bonnet -25in. (63.5cm.) high (old
repaint to body) £100-150
344.
A large Simon & Halbig 1349 Jutta
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body, pink
rose printed dress, matching bloomers, slip,
red shoes and floral garland -31in. (78.5cm.)
high (missing thumb and five fingers)
£100-150

337.
An Armand Marseille 353
oriental baby, with dark sleeping eyes, black
painted hair, closed mouth and bent-limbed
composition body -11in. (28cm.) high (body
possibly incorrect for head) £80-100

345.
A large Cuno & Otto Dressel child
doll, with brown lashed sleeping eyes, brown
hair wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress and underclothes -31in. (79cm.)
high (missing three fingers and four finger
tops, wig pulls to side of head) £80-120
346.
A Kammer & Reinhardt 126 toddler,
with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
jointed composition body, cream silk dress
and underclothes -15½in. (39.5cm.) high
£60-80

350.
A large Kley & Hahn Walkure child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig, joints composition body,
green wool dress, underclothes and red felt
boots -28in. (71cm.) high (one hand restored)
£150-200
351.
An Armand Marseille 341 black
baby, with fired colour bisque head, brown
sleeping eyes, black painted hair, bent-limbed
composition body and white cotton robe
-19in. (48cm.) high (head a little proud of
body); and an AM 351 painted bisque black
baby with composition body £80-120
352.
An Armand Marseille 341 black
baby, with fired colour bisque head, brown
sleeping eyes, black painted hair, bent-limbed
composition body and cream silk romper
-9½in. (24cm.) high £60-80
353.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
hair wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress and underclothes -23in. (58.5cm.)
high £60-80
354.
Two French child dolls, a SFBJ 60
with dark sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
jointed papier-mâché body, white muslin
dress, bonnet and underwear -21in. (53.5cm.)
high; and a Limoges doll with fixed blue glass
eyes, replacement brown hair wig and jointed
papier-mâché body (some repair to body)
£80-120

338.
A Kestner 237 Hilda character baby,
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, composition body with chubby jointed
arms and bent leg limbs, cream dress, cape,
wool bonnet and booties -20in. (51cm.) high
£200-300
339.
A Kestner 211 character baby, with
brown sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth,
brown hair wig on plaster pate, bent-limbed
composition body and white cotton dress
-16in. (40.5cm.) high (body repainted) £60-80
340.
A Bruno Schmidt 2097 character
baby, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body and
pink silk dress -14in. (35.5cm.) high (slight
repainting to arms) £60-80
341.
An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig,
jointed composition body, good quality grey
and purple silk dress with lace trim, matching
hat and underclothes -24in. (61cm.) high
£60-80
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347.
A Kammer & Reinhardt 100 Kaiser
baby, with blue painted eyes, open/closed
mouth, blonde painted hair, bent-limbed
composition body and white cotton robe
-14in. (35.5cm.) high £80-100
348.
A Kley & Hahn 525 character baby,
with blue painted eyes, open/closed mouth,
blonde painted hair, bent-limbed composition
body and white cotton robe -13in. (33cm.)
high (repainted body) £60-80
349.
A SFBJ child doll, with dark sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed
wooden and composition body, cream cotton
smock, underclothes and brown leather shoes
-18in. (45.5cm.) high £50-80

355.
A German child doll marked C, with
blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body, cream ribbed cotton
dress printed with blue and purple buds and
underclothes -19in. (48cm.) high (slight dirt
marks to face) £60-80
356.
An Armand Marseille 1897
child doll, with blue striated eyes, heavy
glazed brows, brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body with fixed wrists, pink wool
dress, blouse and underclothes -20in. (51cm.)
high £70-100
357.
A Simon & Halbig for Kammer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition body,
modern pink and cream frock, bonnet and
underclothes -18in. (45.5cm.) high (washed
hands) £60-80
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362.
Two German character babies,
a Schutmeister & Quendt 201 with blue
sleeping eyes, bent-limbed composition body
and white muslin dress -21in. (53.5cm.) high (
damaged fingers and replacement wig); and a
similar AM 1330 in pink dress (damage fingers
and foot) £50-80

358.
A large Armand Marseille child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig,
jointed composition body, white cotton dress,
white kid shoes with silk bow, underclothes
and floral headdress, impressed A 13 M
-30½in. (77.5cm. ) high (missing two fingers)
£150-200
359.
German black babies, an Ernst
Heubach 300 painted bisque baby -8in.
(20cm.) high (missing wig); two composition
babies, one AM and one AS (the AS with
piece missing from back lower neck and paint
flaking off body); and two smaller composition
babies £60-80

363.
An Armand Marseille 323 googly
eyed doll, with brown glass eyes, closed
smiling mouth, brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body, pale green silk dress
with lace trim and matching bonnet -11½in.
(19cm.) high £80-100
364.
Two German character babies,
a Schutzmeister & Quendt 201 with blue
sleeping eyes, bent-limbed composition body
and pink muslin dress -14in. (35.5cm.) high
(worn hands and replacement wig); and an
Ernst Heubach 320 £70-100

366.
Four German composition babies,
a large AM 520 baby -25in. (63.5cm.) high
(slight lifting around mouth), a HW and two
others, mainly in old clothes £50-80

368.
Two German bisque headed child
dolls, a doll marked 55 with blue lashed
sleeping eyes, brown hair wig, jointed
composition body and cream smocked
dress -21in. (53.5cm.) high; and Schoenau
& Hoffmeister 1906 in modern blue dress
(restoration to body) £100-150
369.
Two German character babies, a
Harmus 313 with brown sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, composition bent-limbed body
and cotton shift -12½in. (32cm.) high; and a
Porzelainfabrik Mengersgereuth 914 in cotton
robe with bonnet £70-100

361.
Two Armand Marseille dolls, a 1894
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
jointed composition body and baby clothes
-15in. (38cm.) high (one lower leg loose);
and a 370 shoulder-head dressed in original
1st world war nurses uniform (damaged
shoulders) £100-150
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373.
Two German character baby dolls,
a Kammer & Reinhardt 22 baby with blue
sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, bentlimbed composition body and white slip -17in.
(43cm.) high (eyes need resetting, repainting
to body); and an AM 990 £60-80
374.
A SFBJ 301 child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, replacement blonde curly wig,
jointed composition body and pink dress
-27in. (68.5cm.) high (head possibly too small
for body, worn hands) £60-80

365.
Four German character babies,
an AM 352 with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
painted hair, jointed stuffed body with
celluloid hands and cotton robe -19in.
(48.5cm.) high, an AM 990 with composition
body; a Hermann Steiner with composition
body; and a Baby Gloria with stuffed body
£100-150

367.
Two German bisque headed child
dolls, a doll marked B4 with brown lashed
sleeping eyes, replacement blonde wig,
jointed composition body and modern pale
blue dress -24in. (61cm.) high; and an AM 390
in pink -18½in. (47cm.) high £80-120

360.
A large Armand Marseille child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde hair
wig, jointed composition body, cream silk
dress, underclothes, brown leather boots and
bonnet, impressed A 13 M -31in. (78.5cm.)
high £150-200

372.
Two German bisque headed
child dolls, an Armand Marseille 1894 with
jointed composition body, pink dress and
underclothes -21in. (53.5cm.) high (replaced
eyes and wig); and Schoenau & Hoffmeister
1909 with brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, jointed composition body, green dress
and green velvet coat £100-150

370.
A Kestner 211 all-bisque character
baby, with brown sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, bent-limbed bisque body and
robe -10in. (25.5cm.) high (restored forehead
and torso); and Max Handwerck Bebe Elite
with brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig
and bent-limbed composition body (damage
to fingers) £60-80
371.
Three German child dolls, a Max
Oscar Arnold 201 with brown sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body
and blue lace trimmed dress -18in. (46.5cm.)
high, an Ernst Heubach 250 and a Cuno & Otto
Dressel 1776 shoulder head £80-120

375.
A large Simon & Halbig for Kammer
& Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, pink silk dress with fur trim, in a doll box
with Clinica de Bebes Barcelona label applied
over original label -29in. (74cm.) high
£150-200
376.
A child doll with walking
mechanism, replacement Ernst Heubach
250 head with blonde mohair wig, jointed
composition body with walking mechanism,
modern pink and lace dress and matching
bonnet -23in. (58.5cm.) high (repainted arms)
£60-80
377.
Two large German character baby
dolls, an Armand Marseille 992 with blue
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition body and cream knitted clothes
-23in. (58.5cm.) high; and an Ernst Heubach
300 £60-80
378.
Four small German baby dolls,
a PM 33 with blue sleeping eyes and
composition bent-limbed body -7½in. (19cm.)
high; and three AM, one with composition
body (damaged eye socket, glue around eyes
and mouth); and two stuffed bodied, one with
close mouths, the last three all in similar baby
gowns and mirabo down trimmed bonnets
£60-80
379.
Two large Armand Marseille
character baby dolls, one 990 and the
other 995, both with brown sleeping eyes,
bent limbed composition bodies, one in a
white cotton robe, the other in a dress -23in.
(58cm.) high (replaced wigs and dirty)
£60-80
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380.
Two large German bisque headed
child dolls, an AM 390 and an Ernst Heubach
302, both with blue sleeping eyes, jointed
composition bodies, one with blonde and one
with brown wig and appropriately dressed
-29in. (75cm.) height of larger AM (some
wear) £80-120
381.
Three German character baby dolls,
a Simon & Halbig for Kammer & Reinhardt
126 -20in. (51cm.) high, a PM 23 and an
Ernst Heubach 300, bent-limbed composition
bodies and appropriately dressed (replaced
wigs and some damage) £100-150
382.
Four small dolls, a SFBJ 60 on
straight legged body -9in. (23cm.) high; a
Geburder Heubach 8094 on modern body;
a Gebruder Knoch 185 on modern body; a
Japanese baby doll; a doll’s Japanese dressing
table set and miniature fan £50-80
383.
Various dolls, a Ernst Heubach
painted bisque head 342 in original clothes
-18in. (46cm.) high; composition black doll
(damage to back of head), a composition lady
doll, a 1984 bisque head doll of Prince William
signed C.P. and three others (some damage)
£50-80
384.
Two German character babies, a
Schutmeister & Quendt 201 with blue sleeping
eyes, strawberry blonde mohair wig and bentlimbed composition body -13in. (33cm.) high;
an Armand Marseille 353 oriental baby (large
piece broken from back of head, small piece
missing); and a small bisque Frozen Charlotte
(arms broken) £50-80
385.
Various dolls, two bisque headed
national costume dolls -8in. (20.5cm.) high; a
German bisque shoulder head with kid body
and other items £60-80
386.
A Simon & Halbig 1079 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
brown nylon wig, jointed composition body
and white cotton dress -22in. (56cm.) high
(damaged foot and one finger) £60-80
387.
A Kestner 182 child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, modern nylon wig, jointed
composition body and white cotton dress
-25in. (63.5cm.) high (damage round top of
body at neck joint) £80-100
388.
A Max Handwerck 283 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, replaced blonde wig,
jointed composition body, white cotton dress,
pinafore and underclothes -22in. (56cm.) high
£70-100
389.
A large SFBJ 236 character baby,
with dark sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth
with two moulded top teeth, replace brown
mohair wig, bent-limbed papier-mâché body
and blue velvet suit -25in. (63.5cm.) high
(restored break down right side of head)
£70-100

390.
A Max Handwerck 283 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, replaced blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body, cream
dress and underclothes -24in. (61cm.) high
£60-80
391.
Two Ernst Heubach 250 child dolls,
with blue sleeping eyes, jointed composition
bodies, one with brown mohair wig in pink
dress, the other brown hair wig in brown
velvet dress and underclothes -24in. (61cm.)
high, £100-150
392.
An Ernst Heubach 312 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
jointed composition body, white ribbed cotton
dress, blue coat and bonnet, underclothes
-28in. (71cm.) high £60-80
393.
A German child doll marked S, with
blue glass eyes, brown mohair wig, pierced
ears, jointed composition body and white
muslin dress -18in. (46cm.) high (eyes now
fixed into place) £50-80
394.
A Simon & Halbig 1299 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig,
pierced ears, jointed composition body
and cream dress -17in.(43.5cm.) high (two
repaired fingers) £60-80
395.
Three Armand Marseille babies,
two 351 with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
painted hair and bent-limbed composition
bodies -23in. (58.5cm.) largest; and another
small example £70-100
396.
Two German bisque headed child
dolls, one marked C with blue sleeping eyes,
dark blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body and white work cotton dress -16in.
(40.5cm.) high (missing two fingers); and an
AM 390 (some damage to body) £60-80

401.
Two German character babies, a
Kammer & Reinhardt 126 and an AM 995 with
blonde wigs, bent-limbed composition bodies
and clothing -20½in. (52cm.) high (first with
repaired broken head, second with cracked
head, both damaged fingers) £50-80
402.
Three German child dolls, a C M
Bergmann 1916 with blue sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition body
and white cotton dress -14½in. (37cm.) high;
an AM 390 and 390n with jointed composition
bodies and dressed £80-120
403.
Three Armand Marseille child dolls,
a 390 with jointed composition body -19in.
(48.5cm.) high and two 370 shoulder heads,
one with Universal jointed body, the other
with a stuffed body, in suitable clothes
£80-120
404.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes and
jointed composition body -23in. (58.5cm.)
high (missing wig and some damage to body);
a pair of red leather child’s shoes; doll’s silk
bonnet and two capes £50-80
405.
Four German child dolls, an AM
Floradora shoulder-head; a Recknagel, a
damaged W over anchor mark shoulder head,
and a small doll on modern body, clothes
£50-80
406.
Composition and boudoir dolls, an
AM 996 baby, a Shirley Temple, a large walking
doll, a Christmas fairy and others (damage)
£60-80

397.
Two German bisque headed child
dolls, an Armand Marseille Floradora with
brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
blue and yellow spotted muslin dress, bonnet
and underclothes -18in, (45.5cm.) high; and
a smaller Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909 child
doll with brown mohair wig £70-100
398.
Two Armand Marseille character
babies, a large 980 with blue sleeping eyes,
synthetic brown wig and composition bentlimbed body -23in. (58.5cm.) high (repainted
body); and a smaller 995 £60-80
399.
Four German character babies, two
small Ernst Heubach 300; a AM 351 and PM
23, all with composition bent-limbed bodies
£80-120
400.
Three German child dolls, a Kley &
Hahn Walkure -23in. (58cm.) high; an Adolf
Heller and AM Floradora, all with jointed
composition bodies and dress (all with
damaged heads) £60-80

407.
A 19th century doll’s perambulator,
wooden painted black with gold lining, deep
blue oil-cloth upholstery, metal wheels and
turned wooden handle -25in. (63.5cm.) high
£70-100
408.
A German composition child doll,
with fixed brown glass eyes, head turned to
the right, blonde mohair wig, stuffed body
with composition limbs, original white work
dress, straw bonnet, underclothes and brown
shoes -21in. (53.5cm.) high (repainted mouth);
and turned wood doll’s chair with tapestry
seat £80-100
409.
A length of pink silk satin with hand
stitched sprigs with spangles, probably 19th
century -78in. (192cm.) long; and two adult
parasols £60-80
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410.
A mahogany doll’s half-tester bed,
with green canopy -28in. (71cm.) long; a
similar bed; and a rocking cradle £80-120
411.
Doll’s accessories, four straw dolls’
hats variously trimmed -5½in. (14cm.) width
of largest, two hat boxes, one with floral
trimmed bonnet, an embossed leather and
silk bag with courting children and a Japanese
paper parasol £100-150

412.
A 19th century miniature leather
top hat travelling case, with brass banding
and dummy padlock, opening to reveal a
purple silk lining and compartments for a
nessacaire -3 ¼in. (8cm.) high (damage to
handle, but complete) £50-80
413.
Miniature dolls’ accessories, a
tiny black silk poke bonnet; a straw bonnet,
pair of white kid gloves -2in. (5cm.) long, a
beige pair with white cuff -1 ¾in. (4.5cm.)
long, a tiny pair of knitted booties stitched
to a piece of card, the back with pencil note
Margaret - Made by child, a gilt metal pair of
suspended working scissors, the back of the
card written in pen ‘From the collection of Mrs
G C Hardringham, Farnham, Surrey’; another
straw bonnet and a paper covered miniature
trunk with a few clothes £100-150

416.
A small ancient Greek style
terracotta doll or puppet, the torso and head
in one piece with moulded elaborate hair
or headdress, rolled around her forehead
and rising to a bun at the top of her head,
moulded breasts, simple limbs attached by
string to her shoulders and hips, mounted in
a wooden frame -5½in. (14cm.) high (one leg
broken and glued, limbs possibly more recent
replacements) - this figure was bought as a
3000 year old Greek antiquity, in our opinion
it is a genuine object, but we are selling this
in the style of and we suggest any potential
bidders does their own research
£200-300

419.
An English poured pale wax
shoulder-head child doll, with blue glass
eyes, insert blonde hair, stuffed body with
wax limbs, white cotton dress, blue cape,
some underclothes and medal with portrait
of Queen Victoria -20in. (51cm.) high (dress
slightly too small for doll) £200-300

417.
A German wax over composition
shoulder head doll, head turned slight to
the right with blue glass eyes, blonde mohair
inserted in slashes, stuffed body with wax
dipped limbs, fine floral sprig golden silk dress
with puffed sleeves, underclothes and bronzed
leather heeled boots -19½in. (49.5cm.) high this doll belonged to Rose Gurd, who was born
on 19th January 1887 in Paddington London.
More details available on request.
£150-200
414.
Two dolls’ trunks, a late 19th
century beige and red oil-cloth trunk with
wood and tinplate strapping, brass studs,
metal handle and clasp, opening to reveal
pink interior -14in. (35.5cm.) wide (missing lift
out tray); and a smaller mock crocodile paper
covered wooden trunk £60-80
415.
A dolls’ picnic hamper, with painted
floral decoration -6in. (15cm.) high; another
similar; eight hand blown doll’s wine glasses;
and a matelot’s hat sweet box £30-50
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418.
A German wax over composition
shoulder head doll, head turned slightly the
right, blue glass eyes, blonde mohair inserted
in slashes and glued, stuffed body with solid
wax arms with metal eyelets, probably wax
over composition legs, underclothes including
a corset, scrolling pink foliage printed dress
and a pair of French black leather shoes -20in.
(51cm.) high £200-300

420.
An early poured wax Redmaids
School girl doll, possibly beeswax with dark
painted eyes, painted brown brows and hair,
wax arms, stuffed body with long legs, straw
and blue silk bonnet, original wool two-piece
uniform, petticoat, blue wool petticoat,
knitted blue socks and brown leather flat
soled shoes -14in. (35cm.) high - The
Redmaids Bristol school was founded by John
Whitson during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I.
£300-400
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425.
A china shoulder-head doll, with
blue painted eyes, black painted and moulded
hair, recent stuffed body and tartan dress
-20in. (51cm.) high; a pegged wooden doll in
pink coral print dress with wooden chair and a
modern wizened apple old lady doll in rocking
chair £100-150

Lot 428

426.
A pegged wooden doll, with blue
painted eyes, inserted nose, black painted
hair, jointed limbs with carved spoon shaped
hands and black painted carved shoes,
white and geometric floral printed dress and
matching sun bonnet -15in. (38cm.) high
£100-150
421.
An English poured wax baby doll,
with bright blue glass eyes, brown inserted
hair, stuffed body, wax limbs, muslin and lace
gown, lace bonnet and under robes -17in.
(43cm.) high (damage to the back of one leg)
the childhood toy of Alice Helena Greenwood,
1854-1917, mother of Helen Christabel, lots
178 to 183. £300-400

427.
A large German papier-mâché child
doll, with dark glass eyes, painted smiling
mouth with gap, centre-parted moulded black
hair with ringlets, cloth body with stitched
toes and kid lower arms with fingers, a light
cotton two-piece dress and underclothes
-28in. (71cm.) high (ankles damaged and need
repair, one hand off one replaced)
£80-120

422.
A German wax over composition
Gibson Girl lady doll, known as Lady Cynthia
with blue glass eyes, blonde mohair wig,
stuffed body with composition limbs, moulded
and painted tan boots and socks, original
cream outfit and matching hat, underclothes
-12½in. (32cm.) high (crack across face); and
another similar redressed in brown velvet
(melted face) - the childhood toys of Helen
Christabel Vaudrey 1887-1917. £120-180

428.
A German carved wooden doll,
with blue painted eyes, carved nose with
nostrils and philtrum meeting a slight smiling
mouth, the carved brown painted hair with
centre parting falling downwards and swept
over ear and held in curled bun at back of
head, on stuffed body with pink floral printed
cotton skirt, white silk blouse and black shawl
-22½in. (57cm.) high (arms replaced)
£200-300

423.
A Cuno & Otto Dressel composition
baby, with head turned slightly to the left,
blue painted eyes, blonde hair, stuffed
body with ink stamp, composition arms
and moulded blue and gold painted boots
and white cotton robe -14 ¼in. (36cm.) high
(pitting to face and missing tip of one boot)
£60-80

429.
A rare large late 18th century
European carved wooden articulated Santos
figure/doll, the solid carved wooden domed
head with inset blue striated eyes with a
darker edge, the defined nose with raised
philtrum, a slightly open smiling mouth with
carved row of top teeth, a fat roll on chin,
intricately carved ears, gesso and painted
with remains of dashed eye brows, nail holes
where a wig would have been, the neck
swivels and also jointed to go backward and
forwards, the waisted torso with swivel and
hinged wooden pegged joints at shoulders,
elbows, hips and knees, the detailed carved
hands and feet, the right hang with two
fingers raised, the left hand with a hole to for
attachment, the lower limbs are gesso painted
-25in. (635.cm.) high (some paint loss)
£2500-3500

Lot 429

424.
A mid 19th century English dipped
wax over papier-mâché doll, with blue glass
eyes with wire operated sleep mechanism,
blonde ringlets, stuffed body, pink kid gloves,
pink silk and blonde dress, silvered glass
garland necklace, in grained wooden display
case with green, brown and cream quatrefoil
motif wallpaper -28½in. (72.5cm.) height of
cabinet (clothes perishing) £200-300
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Lot 430

430.
A large late 18th English painted
wooden doll, with blue enamelled eyes,
carved head with sharp pointed nose,
downcast mouth and solid brows, painted
centre parted fringe, nail holes for wig, flatbacked torso with tie holes for arms, one
original kid arm and replaced jointed wooden
legs, an early 19th century printed cotton
dress, later bonnet and underclothes -28in.
(71cm.) current height, 15in. (38cm.) torso
height (retouching to face, old worm holes)
£800-1000
431.
A 18th century portrait of a young
girl with English wooden doll circle Enoch
Seeman, oil on canvas, almost full length,
her head turned to the right wearing white
blouse with waterfall sleeve and blue silk
drapery over left shoulder, the 18th century
wooden doll wearing burnished gold and teal
dress with salmon pink trim and bi-corn floral
decorated hat, her eyebrows and eyes with
typical dotting; with wooded background,
later framed -29 ¾in. (75.5cm.) x 25in.
(63.5cm.) wide (cleaned and relined) - Enoch
Seeman was brought to London by his Flemish
father in 1704. From 1717 he enjoyed royal
patronage, which was sustained until the
late 1730. Seeman produced a considerable
number of portraits over his lifetime.
£4000-6000

Lot 431
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Limited Edition & Collector’s Teddy Bears

447.
A Steiff Replica limited edition
Bauerin doll, 2009 of 3000, in original window
box with certificate, 1987-88 £60-80
448.
A Steiff Replica limited edition
Bauer Jorg doll, 1936 of 3000, in original
window box with certificate, 1987-88 £60-80

442.
A Steiff Giengen Festival Rosey
teddy bear, 262 of 3000 with tag certificate,
1999 £60-80
432.
A Steiff limited edition Black Bear
of 1907, 3342 of 4000, in original box with
plastic lid and certificate, 1988/89
£80-100
433.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Baby
Girl 1930 Blond 25, 699 of 7000, in original
box with certificate, 1993 £50-80
434.
A Steiff limited edition for Hamleys
Charlotte, 158 of 2000, in original box with
plastic lid and certificate, 1994
£60-80

443.
Merrythought Bonzos and Jubilee
Bear, Aloha Bonzo, 4 of 500; and Bonny
MacBonzo, 227 of 500 with tag certifcates;
and a Diamond Jubilee Bear 1930/90, in
original box £60-80
444.
Twelve limited edition Dean’s Rag
Book Teddy Bears, including Silver Member
Bears 1998 White and 1999 Snowflake; Club
Bears including Herbert, Horace, Hugo and
Horation, in original boxes £120-180

435.
A Steiff limited edition for Hamleys
Dominic, 323 of 1500, in original box with
plastic lid and certificate, 1998
£50-80

449.
An unusual Steiff yellow
tagged Classic 1907 Teddy Bear with
Stimmeabwaschbar, in original white felt
dress and hat with red trim -15in. (38cm.) high
£60-80
450.
A Steiff Museum Collection Replik
0093/12 Fox 1910, 862 of 4000, in original
card and plastic box £60-80
451.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
with nutcracker, 2441 of 3000, in original box
with certificate, 2002 £40-60

436.
A Steiff Club Edition 1992/93 Teddy
Baby 1929 Blue, 7878, in original box (no
certificate) £50-80
437.
A Steiff Club Edition 1994/95 Teddy
Bear 1908 Blue, 8180, in original box with
certificate £50-80
438.
A Steiff Club Edition 2000 Teddy
Bear Harlequin 1925, 536, in original box with
certificate £60-80

445.
A Steiff Replica limited edition
Granpa Foxy doll, 137 of 1200, in original box
with certificate, 1996 £60-80

439.
A Steiff limited edition Golly Boy,
1002 of 2000, in original box with certificate
£40-60
440.
A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s 1997 Teddy Bear, 513 of 3000,
signed on pad Herr Junginger with certificate
£40-60
441.
Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Steiff Club Edition 1999/2000 Year 2000
Teddy Bear, 5746; and British Collector’s 1997
Teddy Bear Rose, 513 of 3000 (no certificate),
in original boxes
£60-80
446.
A Steiff Replica limited edition
Coloro Clown, 794 of 3000, in original
window box with certificate, 1988-89
£100-150
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452.
A Steiff limited edition Happy
Anniversary Teddy Bear 1926, 640 of 5000, in
original box with plastic lid, 1990/91
£150-200
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468.
Four dressed artist teddy bears, a
Strathmore Lane (Australia) by Joy Blowes
‘Hannah’ -13in. (33cm.) high; a Beardsley
Bears ‘Alexandria’, Memory Lain Bears ‘Sarah’
and Yvonne Plakke ‘Linda’, all with tags
£70-100
469.
Six artist teddy bears, a Susan
Tantlinger ‘Gaspard’-8in. (20.5cm.) high, a Syl
Bears by Sylvia van Otterloo ‘Tommy’, a Good
Two Shoes ‘Sad Sam’ and three others, all with
tags £60-80
453.
Historic Steiff Miniatures display
shelf, wooden house shaped with twelve small
and miniature yellow tagged bears including
three Petsy and three Teddy Baby, in original
packing box (two with slight moth damage to
pile) £150-200

459.
Three small Fluff and Stuff artist
teddy bears, by Kay Turmeau - Mr Softy
panda, Micky koala and Hudson, all with tags
-6in. (15cm.) high £80-100

454.
A Steiff Teddys Watch display 1991,
with Watch Teddy, 1460 of 2000, brown
flocked stand and one watch in original tube,
with packing box -21 in. (53.5cm.) high (slight
moth damage) £100-150

461.
Two Norbeary Limiteds artist teddy
bears, Scott’ -20in. (51cm.) high and ‘Simon’;
and a Bears by Design by Maria Adams
‘Wesley’, all with tags £70-100

455.
Five Steiff yellow tagged animals,
a Mopsy poodle -11in. (28cm.) high, 1935
Classic Fellow; a Kitty, a Cosy Friend cow; and
another dog £50-80
456.
Deans and Merrythought limited
edition teddy bears, Merrythought - Queen
Mother and Golden Jubilee; Dean’s - Marvin,
Arthur, Jones the Bear, glove puppet Sooty
and Soo, in original boxes £70-100
457.
Manufactured German teddy
bears, a yellow tagged green Classic Teddy
Bear -16in. (40.5cm.) high; an Eduard Cramer
limited edition, 39 of 300; and two Clemens
bears £60-80
458.
Three small Fluff and Stuff artist
teddy bears, by Kay Turmeau - Mortimer,
Albinson and Barnaby Bear Cub, the later two
for Teddy Bears of Witney, all with tags -6in.
(15cm.) high £80-100

470.
Three Steiner Antje Zahl teddy
bears, Albert, Lucy and Anthony with tags; a
Bar un Mehr by Kirsten Heitmann ‘Rose’; two
Grisly; and another £60-80

460.
Three miniature artist teddy bears,
a Megan Chamberlain (South Africa) ‘Stewart’
-4in. (10.5cm.) high; a Buzzbee Bears by Helen
Godfrey (Australia) ‘Gramps’; and a Peek-ABoo Bears by Debbie Peek ‘Parker’, all with
tags £80-100

462.
Three artist teddy bears, a Hyland
Bears (Australia) by Bronwyn Abbatt ‘Barkley’
-15in. (38cm.) high; a Masako Kishikawa
‘Matthew’; and a Honigbar by Citra Nagler
‘Bruden’ £70-100
463.
An Atlantic Bears black Drummond
artist teddy bear, 9 of 25 -15in. (38cm.) high;
and a Bell Bears Designs by Size Brouwer
‘Casmir’ £50-80
464.
British limited edition teddy
bears, a Dean’s Rag Book Jill Baxter Edward;
Merrythought - yes/no Magnet Bear and
Witney Farnell, with tags £60-80
465.
Four artist teddy bears, a Beardsley
Bears ‘Randolph’, a Beru Bears ‘Oliver’ -11in.
(28cm.) high. A Loteni Bear and a My Old
Teddy by Jan Galleymore £80-120

471.
A Steiff limited edition Coco-Cola
Santa, 4816 of 10,000, in original box with tag
certificate, 1999 £80-100
472.
A Steiff limited edition for
Kaufmann Erich Morgenroth SS Passat Bear,
282 of 1500 with tag certificate, 1996
£50-80
473.
A Steiff limited edition exclusive for
Lutgenau Dortmunb Stahlkocher Willi, 482 of
1500 with tag certificate, 1995 (tiny tear to ear
tag) £50-80
474.
A Steiff limited edition Traveling
bear, exclusive for Germany, Belgium, France
and the Netherlands, 585 of 2003, in original
bag with suitcase and certificate, 2003
£50-80

466.
Six small artist teddy bears, a
Mawspaws by Maureen Batt -6in. (15cm.)
high, a Hardy Bears ‘Cogges’, a Christy’s Bears
‘Wistful’ and three others £70-100
467.
A Teddystyle Janet Clark artist
teddy bear, ‘Morris’ exclusive to Teddy Bears
of Witney -19in. (48cm.) high and three others
- Just for You by Jean v M. Slater, a Running
Bear Company and a Bilbo Bear £100-150
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486.
A Steiff limited edition for Germany
Heide Shepherd bear, 149 of 2000, in original
box with certificate, 1997 £60-80
487.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear Maid Marian, Exclusive for Karstadt
and Hertie, 822 of 1500, in original box with
certificate, 1997 £60-80

495.
A Steiff limited edition Harley
Davidson 100th Anniversary Bear, 3585 of
5000, in original box with certificate, 2002
£150-200

475.
A Steiff limited edition Disney
Showcase Collection Donald, 970 of 3000, in
original box with tag certificate, 2001
£70-100
476.
A Steiff limited edition Teddybar
Berliner Morgenpost, 1467 of 1500 exclusive
for Berlin, in original box with certificate, 1998
£70-100
477.
A Steiff limited edition Teddybar
Theo Messing 43, 892 of 1946 exclusive for
Kaufhof and Horten, Germany, in original box
with certificate, 1996 £60-80
478.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
1951 Caramel, 1133 of 5000, in original box
with certificate, 1996 £60-80
479.
A Steiff limited edition for Holland
Maatjes bear, 908 of 1500, in original bag
with certificate, 2003 £50-80
480.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
Set Holland 2002, 39 of 1500, three bears, in
original box with certificate £70-100
481.
A Steiff limited edition for Holland
Delfter teddy bear, 1100 of 1500, in original
box with certificate, 1996 £50-80
482.
A Steiff limited edition for
Netherlands Rembrandt Teddy bear, 329 of
1500, in original box with certificate, 2006
£60-80
483.
A Steiff limited edition for Holland
Gouda teddy bear 1998, 1313 of 1847, in
original box with certificate £50-80
484.
A Steiff limited edition Holland
Bear 1999, 777 of 1847, in original box with
certificate £50-80
485.
A Steiff limited edition for Holland
Barrel Organ Bear, 117 of 1500, in original box
with certificate, 2002 £60-80
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488.
A Steiff limited edition Replica 1997
Teddy Bear 1948, 2867 of 5000, in original box
with certificate £60-80
489.
A Steiff limited edition Replica 1998
dark blue Teddy Bear 1909, 3722 of 7000, in
original box with certificate
£60-80
490.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
Petsy 1928, 971 of 4000, in original box with
certificate, 2000 £50-80

496.
Three Bear Bits artist bears by Jean
and Bill Ashburner, all with double neck
joints comprising Darius -18in. (46cm.) high,
Rani and Sirius, all with tags £70-100

491.
A Steiff limited Club Edition Baby
Bear 1946, 8698 for 1995/96, in original box
with certificate £40-60

497.
Two BellBears artist teddy bears
by Doreen M Swift, Sable for Teddy Bears of
Witney -15in. (38cm.) and Horlicks, both with
tags £60-80

492.
A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2002, 2012 of 4000, in
original box with certificate
£50-80

498.
Two Charnwood Bear artist teddy
bear by Frank Webster, exclusively for House
of Bruin - Jarvis -19in. (48.5cm.) high and
Bilbo, both with tags £60-80

493.
A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s Teddy Bear 1995, 2264 of 3000, in
original box with certificate
£50-80
494.
A Steiff limited edition Replica
Molly Dog 1927, 457 of 3000, in original box
with certificate, 2000; and a Margarete Steiff
Museum Bear 1998 with tag certificate
£60-80
499.
Jo Greeno and Anita Hill artist
teddy bears, Ryan by Jo Greeno, limited 3 of
6 -22in. (56cm.) high, Ferdinand by Anita Hill,
1996 and Jack by Lynda Graves £80-100
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500.
Three Bo Bear Design artist teddy
bears by Stacey Lee Terry, Grace -19in.
(48.5cm.) high, Rabi? and Sedgley, all with
tags £80-100

501.
Four Bear Bits artist teddy bears
by Jean Ashburner, Benson -19in. (48.5cm.)
high, Amadeus, Mallory and Dominic, all with
tags £100-150
502.
Four artist teddy bears, a Norbeary
Bears -19in. (48cm.) high; a Woodland Bears
Homer, a Little Charmers by Penny Chalmers
Elmer and a Craft Bear by Shirley Latimer
Elton, the last three with tags
£70-100
503.
Six small Hardy Bears artist teddy
bears, by June Kendall Including Chelsea
-6½in. (16cm.) high, Caxton, Linsey and Max,
with tags £70-100

509.
Four Mother Hubbard artist teddy
bears, comprising Sheridan -22in. (56cm.)
high, Brendon, Scruff and Jasper, all with tags
£60-80

518.
Eight artist teddy bears, including a
Bears That are Special by Pam Howells -19in.
(48cm.) high, a Gigi Bears, a My Old Teddy,
two Zoolatana Bears Co. and others, mainly
with tags £100-150
510.
Four Bear Bits artist teddy bears
by Jean Ashburner, comprising Christopher
-21in. (53.5cm.) high, Edwin, Winston and Jed,
all with tags £100-150
511.
Three Amanda Heugh artist teddy
bears, Hywell -16in. (40.5cm.) high (moth
damage to one hand pad), Megan and Crispin,
all with tags £60-80
512.
Five Countrylife Bears by Robin
Rive, including Kiri -18in. (45.5cm.) high,
Shamus, Anthony, Silvana and Karly, all with
tags £60-80

504.
Three Charnwood Bears artist teddy
bear by Frank Webster, Clem -14in. (35.5cm.)
high, Richie and Charles, all with tags
£60-80

520.
Eight Mother Hubbard artist teddy
bears, Including Maple -12in. (30.5cm.) high,
Mimi, Munchkin, Peanut and Lonley, all with
tags £80-100

513.
Nine Bocs Teganau artist teddy
bears, including James -19in. (48.5cm.) high,
Sylvester, Abergavenny, Ginger and Shelley, all
with tags (some a little dusty) £100-150

505.
Two Bear Bits artist bear by Jean
Ashburner, both with double neck joints Polaris Major -19in. (48.5cm.) high; and Noah,
both with tags £60-80
506.
Two Apple of My Eye artist teddy
bears, Rumpole -20in. (51cm.) high and
Jerome; an Appletree Collectors Bear Lester
and a Wimblebury Bears Sunny, all with tags
£70-100
507.
Two BellBears artist teddy bears by
Doreen M Swift, Polo exclusively for Teddy
Bears of Witney -16in. (40.5cm.) high and
Burton, both with tags £60-80
508.
Three artist teddy bears, a Barron
Nears by Sharon Barron Louis -20in. (51cm.)
high, a Hartrick Bear Company Jack and a
Whittle-Le-Woods Bears Joshua, all with tags
£70-100
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519.
British manufacture limited
editions, Deans - Marcus and Branigan Jnr by
Frank Webster; Merrythought - Yes/No and
Harrods £60-80

514.
Four artist teddy bears, a WhittleLe Woods Bears Duncan -18in. (46cm.) high, a
Need Just a Bear by Joyce K Sullivan Harley, a
Hardy’s Bears Colin and a Terumi Bear Japan
by Terumi Nishiyama Sasuke £80-120

521.
Eight small artist teddy bears, a
Teddy Bears of Witney ‘Witney’ 2006 Bear,
a My Old Teddy, two Hardy Bears, two Bocs
Teganau and a Crafty Bear, all with tags
£80-100
522.
Manufactured teddy bears, four
Hermann limited edition teddy bears, a Steiff
yellow tagged Flynn, in suitcase and a Harrods
Special Edition Ten Teddies Presentation Set
£60-80

515.
Four Bear Bits artist teddy bears by
Jean Ashburner, Stefan -17in. (43cm.) high,
Toby, Gavin and Newton, with tags £100-150
516.
Six artist teddy bears, two Little
Charmers by Penny Charmers Colefax -20in.
(51cm.) high and Scrumpy, a Bears That are
Special by Pam Howells Russet and three
others (some slight moth damage) £70-100
517.
Ten small artist teddy bears, an
Ollie Bears grey tipped Jolson -6in. (15cm.)
high, three Hardy Bears, a Fluff and Stuff bear
and others, nine with tags £120-180

523.
Various teddy bears, a Crafty Bear
Billy -9in, (23cm.) high, a Stitched in Time
bear, three Asquith bears, a Fair Bear and two
Lakeland Bears £60-80
524.
Steiff limited edition children’s
characters, Mickey Mouse, 1920 of 2000,
2014; and Paddington, 549 of 2000 with
certificates (a little dusty, no boxes)
£60-80
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531.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
Eskimo with seal, 623 of 1500, 2009; and
Hudson Teddy Bear with Husky, 741 of 1500,
2010, both with certificates (no box, slight
moth activity) £50-80
532.
Three Steiff limited edition Musical
teddy bears, Dorothy The Wizard of Oz Bear,
968 of 1939, 2011; Joseph Teddy Bear, 624 of
2008, 2008; and Phantom of the Opera Teddy
Bear, 1875 of 2000, 2007, all with certificates,
the last two with instruction booklets, one
musical bear bag (slightly dusty) £80-120
525.
Three Steiff limited edition
teddy bears in uniform, Teddy Bear “Berlin
Fireman around 1910, 774 of 1000; Police
Commissioner Bear for North America, 938
of 1500 (very slight moth nibbles); and Teddy
Bear “Berliner Morgenpost”, 1280 of 1500, all
with £120-150
526.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
Grandpa, 47 of 1500 with reading book, 2014;
and a Kitty Cat, musical with movement, 524
of 2010, 2010 with certificates (no boxes)
£60-80
527.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Teddy Bear Henry VIII, 164 until April
2010, with certificate, 2009; Halloween Witch
teddy bear for North America, 80 of 2000,
with tag certificate 2002; and black alpaca
teddy bear, 742 of 2007, 2007 (a little dusty
and no boxes) £60-80

533.
Four Steiff limited edition pink
teddy bears, Candle in the Wind Musical
Bear, 1950 of 4000, 2004; Hope, The Steiff
Breast Cancer Campaign Bear, 166 of 1500,
2013; Krystie The Swarovski Bear, 576 until
December 2012; all three with certificates;
and England’s Rose Bear, 1447 of 5000, 2005
(very slight moth activity) £80-100

535.
Three Steiff limited edition
Continental themed teddy bears, Mozart
musical Teddy Bear, 1101 of 2006, 2006;
Oktoberfest musical Teddy Bear exclusive for
Germany, 937 of 1500, in original bag, 2004;
and CroBarer, commemorating Napoleon
Bonaparte, 1271 of 1500 with tag certificate,
2002 (a little dusty and slight moth activity)
£60-80

529.
Four Steiff limited edition Royal
teddy bears, Prince William’s 21st Birthday
Bear, 1463 fo 1500, 2003 (no certificate);
Prince Harry’s 21st Birthday Bear, 461 of 1500,
2005; George The Steiff Royal Baby Bear, 294
until July 2014, both with certificates; and
Total Wedding Bear 2011, 1719 for the year
with original bag and certifcate (a little dusty)
£80-100
530.
Two Steiff limited edition children’s
story teddy bears, Der Froschkonig (The Frog
Prince) exclusive for Germany, 270 of 1500,
2003; and Heidi with goat, 1146 of 1500, with
bag, 2002, both with certificates (a little dusty)
£60-80
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538.
Four Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, The Help for Heroes Bear, 1006 until
December 2011; RHS Chelsea Flower Show
Centenary Teddy Bear, 197 for year 2013; and
Year 200 Teddy Bear, all with certificates; and
a Euro Teddy Bear for Dresdner Bank, 299 fo
1999, tag certificate (slightly dusty, slight moth
damage to Euro bear) £70-100
539.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Huckleberry Finn teddy bear, 157 of
2000, 1999 and Teddy Poverman The Family
Heirloom Bear, 180 of 1500, 2011, both
exclusively for North America; and Teddy Bear
with Leiterwagen for Germany, 663 of 2000,
all with certificates £70-100

534.
Four Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Bertie, The First Steiff Real Silk Bear,
256 for 2010; Ruby Teddy Bear, 642 of 2000,
2013, both with certificates; Steiff Sommer,
685 of 2010, 2010; and Celeste for FAO
Schwarz, 500 of 1500, 2001, both with tag
certificates (Celeste with moth damage to
pads) £70-100

528.
Two limited edition Father
Christmas teddy bears, Father Christmas
Teddy Bear with Pony Sledge, 1091 of 4000,
2001; and Father Christmas Teddy Bear
with Reindeer, 660 of 2500, 2000, both with
certificates (no boxes, a little dusty)
£100-150

537.
Four Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Teddy Bear Prince William, 55 of 1500,
2012; Teddy Bear Diamond Coronation 2013,
185 of 1500; Crystal, The 2005 Swarovski
Teddy Bear, 6001 for the year and Diamond
Jubilee bear, 2012, 59 for 2012, all with
certificates (without boxes and some very
slight moth activity) £60-80

540.
Four Steiff limited edition
Christmas teddy bears, Christmas Sledge Set
2002, 1170 of 3000; Teddy Bear “The Little
Drummer Boy”, 983 of 2007; Teddy Bear in
a Boot, 2204 of 4000, 2002; and Teddy Bear
with nutcracker, 2899 of 3000,2002, all with
certificates (a little dusty, very slight moth
activity) £100-150

541.
Two large limited edition
Merrythought Farnell teddy bears, Midas
Touch, 17 of 75 and Sue Pearson’s Bear
Freddie Farnell, 217 of 250 with tags
£60-80

536.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, British Collector’s 2000, 234 of 4000;
The Steiff Scottish Bear, 135 of 3000, 1999,
both with certificates; Margarete Steiff
Museum Bear 2000 with tag certificate; and a
yellow tagged Classic (slightly dusty) £60-80

542.
Four limited edition Merrythought
teddy bears, Don’t Shoot!! Jack in the Box,
two Cheekies and another, three with tags;
and another Merrythought bear
£60-80
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Lot 556

552.
Various items, a Steiff Crazy Rabbit,
in original plastic box; a Gabrielle Design small
size Paddington (lacks hat), a Japanese wind
up Knitting Cat, in original box, Chad Valley
‘Tinned Beans’ Panda, in tin, a Korean Bradley
doll and three other bears £40-60
553.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
with book, 125 Years of Steiff, 1116 E of
1880, in original box; and a Steiff replica 1926
Teddy Bear, 4224 of 5000, in original box (no
certificate, box badly water damaged)
£60-80

543.
Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Appolonia Margarete, 3702 of 5000,
2004 and Baer 55PB, 5456 of 7000, 2002 (no
certificates or boxes) £60-80

544.
Four Steiff yellow tagged Teddy
Bear, golden 1906 Classic -20in. (51cm.) high
and three smaller, all with swing tags (two
missing ear tag) £70-100
545.
Manufactured collector’s teddy
bears, Charlie Bears Jorja, three Robin Rive
bears, The Hen in The Holly boy and girl bear
and three others, mainly with original tags
£60-80
546.
Five artist teddy bears, a Susan
Tantlinger Ezra with muscat hat, one of a kind
-21in. (53.5cm.) high, a Bear Bits Ming panda,
a Madabout Bears Hua-May panda and three
others, all with tags £80-100
547.
Nine artist teddy bears, including
a G-Rumpy Bear Quentin, two Bruin Up
Mischief, a Mug-Wump bear Willow and
others, mainly with tags £100-150
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548.
Seven collector’s teddy bears,
including a pair of Dean’s for Great Ormand
Street ‘Two’s Company’ with tags in boxes; a
Hermann Fritzi; a Merrythought Farnell (small
moth hole to pad); and three others; and a
large golliwog £60-80

549.
Fourteen Dean’s Rag Book Co
limited edition teddy bears, Including
Hieronymous, Hogan, Hogarth, Hunter and
Hampton, with tags in original boxes (one
unboxed) £150-200
550.
Five Merrythought limited edition
teddy bears, comprising Ballerina -15in.
(38cm.) high (dusty), blue Magnet Melody
Maker, Cheeky Summer Sky, Alpha Farnell
Toffee and another, four with tag certificates
£70-100

554.
Two Danbury Mint Steiff limited
editions teddy bears, Winnie-the-Pooh and
Cha Cha, both with certificates and Steiff cloth
bags; and a Steiff limited edition Appolonia
Margarette, 5302 for 2004/05 (no box or
certificate) £60-80
555.
Three Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears, 1920 brown Classic -14in. (35.5cm.)
high, a small Petsy and 1925 Teddy Bear; a
Dean’s Lalita, a small modern Merrythought
bear; and a Horsman composition Jeanie
£50-80
556.
A Pudsey Pawtrait by Sophy G
Labbett sold to raise funds for BBC Children
in Need, watercolour on card, framed and
glazed -11in. (28cm.) width of image - This
“pawtrait” was painted to become a jigsaw
for Wentworth’s range. It was started on the
evening of 2018 Children in Need and features
Pudsey, Gromit, Sooty, the Heathrow 2 Doris
& Edward Bair, Aunt Lucy, Alfonzo amongst
others. £40-60
557.
A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s 1911 replica Teddy Bear, 1198 of
3000, in original box with certificate, 1992
(box lid a little squashed); and a Gabrielle
Design Winnie the Pooh, in original box
£60-80

551.
A large Merrythought tiger, -37in.
(94cm.) long; Merrythought - Upsy Daisy
Golly/Bear, Beanie Golly and a bear
£50-80

558.
A Steiff limited edition Musical Bear
1951 Caramel 35, 108 of 7000, in original box
with certificate, 1993 £60-80
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567.
Three Hermann limited edition
teddy bears, Queen Mary II Celebration Bear,
Henry VIII and Princess Diana Queen of Hearts
all with certifcates £60-80

559.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
Jockey, exclusive for Germany, 433 of 1500
with certificate, 2003 £50-80

576.
Four Steiff limited edition alpaca
teddy bear, for Danbury Mint - pink Juliet
2009, white Jill 2008, brown Alfie 2009 and
Jack 2007 with certifcates (no boxes) £80-120

560.
Two Dean’s limited edition teddy
bears, Nigel with tags and a replica for Teddy
Bears of Witney; and another bear
£40-60

568.
Steiff teddy bears, a limited edition
Teddy Bear Angel, in original box; a 1997 Club
Gift bear, a Danbury Mint Millennium bear,
three yellow tagged bears and an owl £70-100

561.
Three Crompton & Woodhouse
Canterbury Bears limited edition teddy bears,
Monty The D-Day Army Bear; Douglas The
D-Day Airforce Bear and Louis The D-Day Navy
Bear, all with certificates and boxes
£50-80

569.
A Steiff limited edition Carline
thistle teddy bear, exclusively for Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, 253 of 2000, in
original box with certificate, 2003 £40-60
570.
The Royal Crown Derby Steiff
Bear, with china bear, in original box with
certificate, 2005 £40-60

577.
Steiff for Danbury Mint four season
teddy bears, with yellow tags, Winter, Spring,
Summer and Autumn, Dylan and Hamish with
certifcates (Autumn missing basket of fruit)
£50-80
578.
Four Steiff for Danbury Mint teddy
bears, with yellow tags, The Millennium
Bear, The 2001 Bear and 2002 Bear, two with
certificates; and The ‘Growler’ Bear, 2008 with
certificate £60-80

571.
A Cooperstown Bear Emmett Kelly
Teddy Bear, in original clothes with broom
and striped box £30-50
572.
Hermann limited edition teddy
bears, a Christmas Bear and another in red
and white velour tracksuit with tags; and
seven Christmas themed miniature teddy
bears £60-80
562.
Eleven Dean’s limited edition teddy
bears, including Old Father Time, Grandma,
Grandpa, KIP and Santa, in original boxes and
three others, all with tag certifcates
£100-150
563.
Various collector’s teddy bears, a
Lillibet Pip Squeak as a clown with tag, a Jo
Greeno Jo’s Bear Emporium Bear, a Pashly
Bear and six others; and a 1981 The World of
Pooh book £60-80

573.
Steiff, a 1950s Steiff Snucki goat
-11in. (28cm.) long; a limited edition teddy
bear king and donkey, 916 of 3000, 2001
(some old moth damage to back); and a
yellow tagged bear in Father Christmas
costume £50-80
574.
Various teddy bears, Steiff - Club
gift bear 2002, yellow tagged hanging bear
with four leaf clover jumper; a brown yellow
tagged bear and a 1950s foal; various other
bears and animals £50-80

564.
Merrythought limited edition
for Crompton Woodhouse teddy bears,
comprising The Evacuee Bear, Cheeky Prince
Charming, Aud Lang Syne, The Coronation
Bear, The David Emmanuel Bear and Poppy
Bear, in original boxes with certificates; and
two others £80-100
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580.
Four Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Prince William’s 21st Birthday bear,
520 of 1500, 2003; Buckingham Bear for Peter
Jones of Wakefield, 111 of 1500, 2007; for
Danbury Mint - The ‘Growler’ Bear 2008 and
Little Grizzly 2008, all with certificates
£70-100
581.
Seven collector’s teddy bears,
Merrythought - Diamond Anniversary Bear,
Panda and Marie Curie Bear; Hermann
Princess Diana Queen of Hearts; two Dean’s
and Wimbledon Championship bear, mainly
with certifcates £70-100

565.
A Hermann Lord Nelson
Commemorative Bear, with tag certificate;
and two Gund America’s Teddy Bears in boy
and girl sailor’s suits £30-50
566.
Three Hermann limited edition
teddy bears, The Concorde 1976 -2003
Celebration Bear, Christmas Drummer Bear
and Pope Benedikt XVI with tag certifcates
£60-80

579.
Steiff teddy bears, limited edition
Winnie-the-Pooh, 15817 for the year, 2001;
yellow-tagged - Rudolf the Reindeer, Danbury
Mint Noel the Steiff Christmas Bear with
certificate; and two others £70-100

575.
Three Merrythought  for Compton
& Woodhouse Golliwogs, Golly, Golly Girl and
The Last Christmas Golly, in original boxes with
certifcates £40-60

582.
Steiff yellow tagged teddy bears,
for Danbury Mint - Bernie the Boxer, Bertie
and Bertha bean bear with certificates, Father
and Son’s Expedition bears, in original box,
Manschli panda and four Steiff cloth bags
£70-100
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583.
Three Steiff limited edition royal
baby teddy bears, for Danbury Mint - George,
1368 limited until 22nd July 2014, Charlotte,
220 limited until 31 December 2015 and Royal
Baby Windsor exclusive to Pete Jones China,
292 of 1500, in original boxes with certificates
£120-180
584.
Two Steiff limited edition royal
teddy bears, for Danbury Mint The QUeen’s
90th Birthday Bear, 483 limited until 31st
December 2016, in original box with
certificates and Coronation Bear exclusive for
Peter Jones (China) Ltd, 294 of 1953, 2002
with certificate; and a Danbury Mint 2015
Bear of the Year, with box and certificate
£70-100
585.
Miniature and small Merrythought
Cheeky bears, three miniature limited edition
bears comprising Blondie, Charcoal and Jet,
in original boxes; Banana Split and Chocolate
Orange (each with small hole to one pad); and
three resin Cheekies £40-60
586.
Eleven Merrythought collector’s
teddy bears, including an Alpha Farnell
replica, Harry membership bear and other
mainly tagless £80-100

590.
Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Baby Bear 1946 Blond 35, 6657 for
1995 with certificate and Teddy Baby 1929
Blue 28, in original boxes (second with no
certificate, boxes a little worn)
£60-80
591.
Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Year 200 Teddy Bear, 295 for 1999 and
Holland Bear 1997, 1701 for 1847, in original
boxes with certificates (boxes a little worn)
£70-100
Antique & Vintage Teddy Bears & Soft Toys
592.
A rare white Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear 1930s, with orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads, rounded hump and
inoperative squeaker -18in. (45.5cm.) high
(very slight wear and discolouration)
£400-600

587.
Four Bo-Bear artist bears by Stacey
Lee Terry, Warwick, red Tzar, Aubrey and
Paulie, with tags and some certificates; and a
Barton Bear £80-120
588.
Eleven various teddy bears, a
Spinney Cottage Bears Roger, a small Hermann
limited edition, a Canterbury Bear, a few
Harrods and others £60-80
589.
Two Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears, a beige mohair Original Teddy Bear
with mask muzzle -21in. (53.5cm.) high (a
little faded and a few marks on front) and a
1905 grey Richard Steiff Classic; Steiff Hantel
Miniature Dicky, Teddy Clown and Duck, in
original boxes £70-100
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593.
A rare white Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear 1930s, with orange and black eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads, rounded hump and
inoperative squeaker -16in. (40.5cm.) high
(some wear and thinning) £300-400

594.
A rare Merrythought Bingie
Guardsman teddy bear, with golden tipped
blonde mohair head and hands, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, white artificial silk ear lining, swivel
head, jointed brushed cotton standing body,
original red and black felt uniform, black
mohair bearskin, oilcloth chin strap, shoes and
label on sole of foot, 1938 -16½in. (42cm.)
high (some moth damage to jacket, but neatly
backed from behind so not obvious and slight
general wear) £800-1200
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597.
A large early British teddy bear
1920s, probably Chad Valley, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced upturned
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
pointed feet, rounded hump and inoperative
growler -26in. (66cm.) high (bald areas,
general wear and thinning) - although there is
no provenance with this bear, he was original
purchased with a greeting card tucked under
his arm) £100-150
598.
An early British teddy bear, with
golden mohair, black boot button eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown oil-cloth pads, rounded
hump and inoperative growler, 1910-20s
-13in. (33cm.) high (thinning and wear, a few
bald spots) £60-80

595.
A rare Merrythought 1930s koala
teddy bear, with frosted brown mohair head,
back, back of arms and legs, white wool plush
front and front of legs and arms, replaced
orange and glass black eyes, large leather
nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with black felt
pads and claws and pale yellow woven label
on inside of thigh -21in. (53.5cm.) high (sparse
to front, some bald spots, a few small patched
holes in front, some general wear and neat
repairs to pads) £200-300

599.
A late Farnell teddy bear, with
unusual brown wool plush, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head and jointed limbs with oilcloth pads, 1950s -13in. (33cm.) high (slight
wear and damage to pads) £60-80

604.
An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1908, with golden mohair, boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, remains of black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs, hump, inoperative
growler and small FF button -17in. (43cm.)
high (balding, eyes possibly replaced, repaired
tears down each arm and pads recovered)
£400-600

600.
A large late Farnell teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with suedette pads and growler,
late 1950s -24in. (61cm.) high (very slight
thinning) £60-80
601.
An early post-war Farnell sheepskin
teddy bear, with yellow plush, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with leather
pads and inoperative squeaker -17in. (43cm.)
high £150-200
602.
An early post-war Farnell pink
sheepskin teddy bear, with orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs with
leather pads -12in. (30.5cm.) high (slight
discolouration) £80-100

596.
A rare British frosted and black
tipped brown mohair teddy bear 1930s,
possibly Invicta with clear and black glass
eyes with orange brown backs, black stitched
nose, mouth and webbed claws coming onto
brown velvet pads, swivel head, jointed limbs
and inoperative squeaker -22in. (56cm.) high
(bald to chest, left arm stitched in place, slight
general wear) £300-400
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603.
An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1910, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched
black nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, hump and inoperative
growler -20in. (51cm.) high (muzzle end with
glue repairs, glue repair to left cheek, bald
spots to face, repaired ankles, general wear
and thinning and replaced pads) £600-800

605.
An unusal early frosted black
mohair teddy bear, possibly early British
copying a German bear with black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, swivel head, jointed
elongate libs and rounded hump, circa 1910
-16in. (40.5cm.) high (holes in arms patched,
balding, pads replaced and general wear)
£300-400

606.
A rare small Cramer teddy bear
1930s, with brown wool plush, clear
and black glass eyes with brown backs,
pronounced muzzle, delicately stitched
brown nose, red stitched mouth with tongue,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads and
inoperative squeaker -8in. (20cm.) high (slight
wear) £300-400
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610.
An early British teddy bear
1920s, with light golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted back,
upturned clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
and replaced growler -14in. (35.5cm.) high
(replaced pads, bald spots and general wear)
£80-100

607.
A rare large Cramer teddy bear late
1920s, with long cream mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, inset heart shaped mask,
pronounced muzzle with open mouth, light
brown stitched nose and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, hump and inoperative growler
-27in. (68.5cm.) high (balding, wear, repaired
tear down inside ankle, missing mouth lining
and pads and general wear) £600-800

611.
A 1930s British teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs and inoperative growler
-26in. (66cm.) high (hole top of right ankle
and left wrist, general wear and thinning, pads
recovered and missing eyes); and a post-war
Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear £80-120
612.
A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, with golden mohair -23in. (58.5cm.)
high (patch to muzzle, moth attach resulting
in holes to front, pads recovered and general
wear); and seven mainly post-war British
teddy bears (playworn and moth damage)
£60-80
613.
Three German teddy bears, a
large golden bristle mohair 1930s bear -28in.
(71cm.) high; and two others with slotted-on
ears (generally worn, one with put-on eyes
and pads recovered) £70-100
614.
Four continental post-war teddy
bears, two Hermann types (both with moth
activity and wear); and two artificial silk plush
bears -31in. (78.5cm.) tallest £30-50

608.
An unusal large Schuco teddy
bear, with reddish brown mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remain of brown backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with down turned hands, felt pads with card
lined feet and inoperative growler, probably
1930s -31in. (78.5cm.) high (feet pads
replaced, small holes to hand pads and slight
general wear) £300-400

609.
An early teddy bear 1908, possibly
American, blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, hump and inoperative squeaker -10in.
(25.5cm.) high (bald spots, thinning and pads
replaced) £150-200
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615.
A 1950s Steiff teddy bear, with
golden mohair, brown and black plastic eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, original
ribbon and inoperative squeaker -11in.
(28cm.) high; Steiff - Waldi with card tag, a
modern yellow tagged Tiger (faded), a Cosy
Husky?; and a blind German monkey
£70-100

616.
A post-war Steiff Teddy Baby, with
light golden mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, inset short mohair muzzle and tops of
feet, open felt mouth, brown stitched nose
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
suedette pads, inoperative squeaker and script
button -15½in. (39cm.) high (balding to arms
and back of heads, other bald spots, slight
damage to mouth and other wear)
£100-150

617.
Two Hamiro (Czechoslovakia)
post-war teddy bears, both with blonde
mohair, glass eyes, inset short mohair muzzles
and pads, swivel head and jointed limbs, on
wearing ribbed cotton Edwardian coat, the
other in pink bridesmaid’s dress -24in. (61cm.)
high (missing three ears between them and
general wear)- these bears previously sold
as unknown makers have been correctly
identified by Magda Farnesi Starkova.
£60-80
618.
A post-war panda, probably British
with black and white synthetic mohair mixed
plush, orange and black glass eyes, swivel
head, jointed limbs with leatherette pads and
inoperative growler -24in. (61cm.) high
£40-60
619.
Two Continental teddy bears, a
broad shouldered French teddy bear with
orange and black glass eyes, swivel head,
jointed limbs with plush pads and ear linings
-25in. (63.5cm.) high (restitched nose, some
wear); and a 1930s German teddy bear (hole
to top and back of head, pads replaced and
wear) £80-100
620.
Two 1930s British teddy bears, a
Chiltern type with yellow mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and yellow
jumper -20in.(51cm.) high (repair to wrist,
pads replaced and general wear); and another
with golden mohair, swivel head and jointed
limbs with brown ribbed cloth pads (replaced
eyes, small holes to muzzle, some balding and
general wear) £70-100

621.
A Schuco Tricky yes/no musical
teddy bear 1950s, with beige mohair, brown
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, tailoperated head mechanism, jointed limbs
with downturned hands and felt pads -17in.
(43cm.) high (music mechanism missing key,
so unknown if working, damage to feet pads,
missing tail covered and slight general wear)
£300-400
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632.
Two small French teddy bears,
with white artificial silk plush, clear and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative
squeakers, the larger with red velvet pads
-10in. (25.5cm.) high, the smaller with pink
ear lining, 1930s (both slightly matted and
dusty) £80-100

622.
An early bear on wheels, with
cinnamon mohair, black boot button eyes,
black stitched nose with nostrils, mouth and
claws, central seam, tail, standing on all fours
with felt pads, remains of red collar, metal
frame with cast-metal four-spoked wheels
-23½in. (60cm.) long (eyes probably replaced,
worn, patched hole on back) £100-150
623.
A British bear on wheels 1920s,
with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, central
seam, tail, standing on all fours with felt pads,
metal frame with cast metal wheels pierced
with four large and four small circles -22½in.
(57cm.) long (some balding, pads damaged,
legs squashed and ears need reattaching)
£80-120

627.
A Chad Valley clown teddy bear
1930s, with beige wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes, light brown stitched nose,
mouth and claws, brown ears, swivel head,
jointed limbs and brown mohair buttons down
front -20in. (51cm.) high (slight general wear,
pads an old replacement, buttons and ears
possibly replaced) £80-100
628.
Three post-war teddy bears and a
monkey, a Pedigree with golden mohair and
velvet pads -17in. (43cm.) high, a small Farnell
(some wear, three eyes missing); another
worn bear; a Dean’s Tru-to-Life white monkey
with rubber face and hands (melted); and a
Benson’s wool duckling £60-80
629.
Two 1930s British teddy bears, one
with golden mohair, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs -19in.
(48cm.) high (missing eyes, feet pads and
some wear); and another very worn bear,
possibly Farnell £80-100

624.
A British bear on wheels 1930s,
with light golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, tail, on all fours with metal frame and
cast metal wheels each with five circular cutout wheels -18in. (46cm.) long (general wear
and thinning, some nose stitching replaced)
£100-150

630.
French boy and girl teddy bears,
the boy with blue plush, clear and black glass
eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs and romper
-12in. (30.5cm.) high (fairly worn and missing
nose); and a similar girl with pink plush
£60-80

633.
A rare French velvet cat with
mouse, of black velvet and white brushed
cotton with white, brown and black googly
eyes, black stitched nose, grey velvet mouse
stitched to mouth and ribbon with bell, 1930s
-5½in. (14cm.) high £100-150
634.
A Steiff Charly King Charles seated
spaniel 1930s, with white mohair, brown
tipped ears and tail, brown and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head and inoperative squeaker -5in.
(12.5cm.) high (balding to left ear and slight
wear) £60-80
635.
A post wear German cat girl, with
beige mohair, green and black glass eyes,
pink stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head and jointed limbs with felt pads, orange
felt body and yellow felt skirt, 1950s -5½in.
(14cm.) high (slight wear and discolouration)
£80-100

625.
A British 1930s teddy bear cub,
with beige wool plush, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
light brown stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with replaced
velvet pads -13in. (33cm.) high (some wear
and thinning) £80-100
626.
A Dean’s Rag Book Co Ivy and
Brumas polar bears, Ivy, the mother bear with
white mohair, clear and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws and label on
lower front -17½in. (44.5cm.) high (slight
general wear) and Brumas, the cub with white
wool plush and label in back seam (worn,
pads repaired) - Brumas was born in 1949 at
London Zoo and became a popular attraction
£100-150
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631.
A 1930s French teddy bear, with
long golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads, rounded hump and inoperative
squeaker -18in. (46cm.) high (slight thinning)
£150-200

636.
A Bing Tripple-Trapple Caesar
the King’s Dog, with white mohair, black
boot button eyes, black mohair ears, black
stitched nose and mouth and jointed leg
walking wheeled mechanism, circa 1911
-9in. (23cm.) long (bald spot to around chin,
slight general wear, mechanism seems sticky)
- Caesar was the faithful dog of King Edward
VII who became famous when he followed his
master’s funeral procession in 1910 ahead of
nine kings! £100-150
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645.
A Schuco Noah’s Ark cat, with grey
mohair, green plastic eyes and metal framed
jointed body -2½in. (6.5cm.) long, Schuco rabbit with pipe-cleaner limbs and blue felt
trousers; and clockwork velvet covered mouse
£50-80

637.
An Alpha Farnell Scruffy the dog,
with long beige and white mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, pink velvet tongue, standing with
brown and yellow coat with Scruffy label on
either side and blue and white woven label
on belly -9in. (23cm.) long (some thinning,
holes to coat which have been patched from
behind) £100-150
638.
A British Einco type jointed rabbit,
standing on hing legs with white mohair,
white, brown and black googly eyes, swivel
head, pin jointed arms and legs -8in. (20.5cm.)
high (thinning and general wear, some bald
spots) £80-100

646.
A Steiff post-war Jocko chimpanzee,
with brown mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, felt face, ears, hands and feet, swivel
head, jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker
and script button -17in. (43cm.) high (slight
damage to felt) £30-50

639.
Four soft toy dogs, a Merrythought
Boo Boo de Boo with label -8in. (20cm.) high
(balding down back and missing eyes), a white
Scottie type, an Airedale with Hygienically
Filled Foreign label and a brown and white
dog (some general wear) £60-80

649.
A Schuco 1930s year/no teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, tail-operated head
mechanism, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
rounded hump and inoperative growler -19in.
(48.5cm.) high (some damage to pads, some
thinning and wear) - purchased from Pam
Hebbs in 1996 £300-400

640.
Cats and a Kanga soft toys, Steiff
post-war - Gussy and Topsy cats -6½in.
(16.5cm.) long; an artificial silk cat; and a
Merrythought Disney Kanga and Roo £50-80
641.
A 1960s sheep dog gentleman
farmer, with black and white Dralon head and
hands, orange and black glass eyes, dressed in
good quality tweeds and gaitered boots -25in.
(63.5cm.) high - a few similar to these animals
have been seen before and the are believed to
been made for a gentleman’s outfitters
£50-80
642.
A good quality Merrythought
Dalmatian pyjama case 1930s, with black
spotted white artificial silk plush, white edged
orange and black glass eyes and yellow woven
label on underside -21in. (53.5cm.) long (some
wear); and an artificial silk plush kangaroo and
joey £40-60

647.
A post-war Steiff teddy bear, with
beige mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads and growler
-20in. (51cm.) high (hand pads re-covered and
slight damage to feet pads £200-300
650.
A Schuco Janus miniature teddy
bear 1950s, with dark golden mohair, metal
pin eyes and black stitched nose and mouth,
the reverse head with metal pin eyes and
nose, tinplate whites of eyes and mouth and
plastic tongue, head turned by knob at bottom
and metal framed jointed body -3½in. (9cm.)
high £150-200

643.
A British Hare from Little Grey
Rabbit, with wool plush head and hands,
brown plastic eyes and felt clothes, probably
1950s -10½in. (26.5cm.) high (slight wear);
and an Oban bunny £30-50
644.
Post-war Steiff animals, comprising
a Whittie owl -5in. (13cm.) high, Robby seal,
Mopsy dog, blue tit, Hucky crow and chick,
all with chest tags, three with buttons and
yellow cloth tags, a elephant with button
and crisp yellow cloth tag and two others (all
discoloured, probably will clean up); and a
brass Golliwogg money bank £60-80
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651.
A Schuco miniature Berlin teddy
bear 1950s, with brown mohair, metal pin
eyes, black stitched nose, jointed metal
framed body, brass crown and red and white
sash -3in. (7.5cm.) high £40-60
648.
A post-war Steiff teddy bear, with
beige mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, inoperative
growler and script button -17in. (43.5cm.) high
(slight wear and thinning) £200-300

652.
A small 1920s Steiff teddy bear,
with golden mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump,
inoperative side squeaker and FF button
-5½in. (14cm.) high (balding, thinning and
wear) £150-200
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655.
An extremely rare and large BMC
teddy bear 1907, with cinnamon mohair,
deep orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle with clipped tip, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, large rounded
hump, inoperative squeaker and remains of
black and gold woven label on right foot pad
-28in. (71cm.) high (very minimal thinning
and label now glued to pad) - the Bruin
Manufacturing Company based in New York
only produced bears from 1907 to 1909, it is
believed that is this the first time this bear has
appeared in such a large size. PLEASE NOTE
THIS BEAR HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT
VAT TO BE PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE
£2000-3000
653.
A small early Steiff teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounce clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, hump and FF button, circa
1910 -10in. (25.5cm.) high (pads replaced,
some bald spots, general thinning and wear,
claw stitching possibly replaced) £300-400
654.
A rare large early Steiff apricot
mohair centre-seam teddy bear circa 1908,
with black boot button eyes, pronounced
part clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with replaced felt pads,
hump and growler -28in. (71cm.) high (a
neatly inserted piece of mohair at the top of
each ankle to repair a split, black stitching
probably replaced) - this bear’s mohair is of
an exceptional lustrous quality and a very rare
wonderful apricot gold colour - PLEASE NOTE
THIS BEAR HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT
VAT TO BE PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE
£3000-4000
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656.
A Moritz Pappe musical teddy bear
1920s, with long frosted dark golden mohair,
dark orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and closely stitched claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and pressureoperated musical mechanism -14in. (35.5cm.)
high (a few small bald spots, some thinning
and fading, slight repairs to pads) £300-400

657.
A Helvetic musical teddy bear
1930s, with light golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped muzzle,
replaced black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads
and black claw stitching and pressureoperated musical mechanism -14in. (35.5cm.)
high (some thinking and wear, fading)
£300-400

658.
An unusual Diem grey mohair teddy
bear 1950s, with clear and black glass eyes
with pink painted backs, short mohair muzzle
and pads, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and growler
-24in. (61cm.) high (some discolouration and
slight wear) £150-200
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659.
Two Diem teddy bear 1950s, one
with frosted brown mohair -13in. (33cm.)
high (some wear and thinning, the odd bald
spot) and another similar with blonde mohair
(side muzzle seam open); and a German white
mohair post-war jointed teddy bear, possibly
Hermann £70-100
660.
A 1930s American teddy bear,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched long horizontal nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and
hump -22in. (56cm.) high (general wear and
thinning, pads recovered)
£40-60

661.
A Jan-Jac (French) 1950s teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
plastic nose, black stitched nose and mouth,
red felt tongue, swivel head, jointed limbs
with white plush pads, red, white and blue
label on foot and rare large card shield label
attached to neck ribbon -12in. (30.5cm.) high
£60-80

664.
A Helvetic musical teddy bear late
1920s, with pale blue long mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, replaced pink nose and mouth
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads and black stitched claws and pressure
operated musical mechanism -12in. (30.5cm.)
high (thinning and balding, colour faded and
discoloured) - the childhood toy of Naomi
Nelson, who was given this bear and a cat
by her mother in 1927, in Norfolk, Virginia,
USA. The bear remained with her until her
death in 2005. This lot comes with a letter of
provenance from her husband and copies of
photographs of Naomi as an adult
£200-300
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667.
A large Chad Valley Cubby teddy
bear 1930s, with brown and beige alpaca
plush, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed arms, seated, inoperative squeaker
and red and white woven label on underside
-20in. (51cm.) high (pads replaced, a little
faded and slight wear) £60-80
668.
A Chad Valley clown teddy bear
1930s, with beige wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes with beige felt behind, brown
plush ears, brown stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads, HM
Queen and woven blue and white label on
feet pads and inoperative squeaker -16in.
(40.5cm) high (one ear split to make two ears
with new halves, replaced pom-poms, repairs
to feet pads and discoloured); and a Chiltern
post-war teddy bear (dyed pink and musical
mechanism added) £80-120

662.
A German 1930s teddy bear, with
white shaggy mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, slotted-on
ears, swivel head and jointed limbs with felt
pads -15in. (38cm.) high (pads replaced and
repaired and some thinning)
£60-80
663.
A large British teddy bear with
provenance 1920s, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, brown stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with rexine pads and inoperative growler
-32in. (81cm.) high (missing ear, balding areas
and general wear and splitting to right foot
pad); original photographs of owner with
this bear and another of Jack Tucker in naval
uniform with letter of provenance - Big Ted
was give to the owner by her elder brother
Jack Tucker who was in the navy, the photo
shows his sister aged 3 years old.
£100-150

666.
A rare large Peacock teddy bear
1920s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, slight rounded
hump, squeaker and red and white woven
label on foot -29in. (73.5cm.) high (bald
spots to forehead, general thinning and wear,
muzzle discoloured) - this bear is known as
Percy £200-300

665.
A rare Omega orange artificial
silk plush teddy bear 1930s, with clear and
black eyes with brown painted backs, short
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brushed cotton pads, slight rounded hump
and inoperative squeaker -13in. (33cm.) high
(slightly discoloured and minor damage to
pads) £100-150

669.
Two Chad Valley bears, a teddy
bear with blonde synthetic plush, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs leather
pads and label in side seam -12in. (30.5cm.)
high (slightly faded); and a polar bear cub on
all fours with white wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes and label in leg seam -8½in.
(21.5cm.) long (three pads repaired and slight
wear) £60-80
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670.
A large Chad Valley teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched large oval bulbous nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown felt pads and growler, probably late
1930s -29in. (73.5cm.) high (faded, feet pads
covered, eyes need resetting) £200-300

675.
A Fechter Zotty-type teddy bear,
with frosted brown mohair, golden mohair
muzzle, ear linings and big, orange and black
glass eyes, open felt mouth with tongue,
swivel head, jointed limbs and cloth label in
ear seam -10in. (25.5cm.) high (slight wear);
a Hermann and two Dean’s limited edition
teddy bears £70-100

671.
A large post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched large oval bulbous
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with brown felt pads, growler and HM the
Queen label -29in. (73.5cm.) high (slight
damage to pads, very minor wear) £150-200

676.
A Hermann teddy bear and
Gabrielle Design Paddington, the Hermann
with brown tipped mohair, inset short mohair
muzzle and ear linning, swivel head and
jointed limbs -22in. (56cm.) high; a Gabrielle
Design Paddington with dark blue duffle coat,
red hat, yellow Dunlop boots, luggage tag and
silver card; and a quantity of toys £60-80
678.
An early Steiff teddy bear, with
dark blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler, circa 1909 -13in. (33cm.)
high (balding to back, a few small holes to
pads, general wear and thinning) £400-600

672.
A large post-war Hermann teddy
bear, with frosted brown mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, inset short mohair muzzle,
swivel head and jointed limbs -28in. (71cm.)
high (thinning to top of head and pads
recovered); and a post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear with reproduction medal (worn body and
recovered pads) £60-80
673.
Various teddy bears, a post-war
British jointed teddy bear -12in. (30cm.) high,
a late Steiff unjointed Zotty bear with button,
a Western Germany Sweetheart clockwork
Dancing Doll, in original box, a small yellow
tagged Steiff bear and other items £60-80
674.
Five Eastern European teddy bears,
an unusual brown artificial silk plush bear on
red wood frame and wheels -19½in. (49.5cm.)
long; a synthetic Sooty-type; and three others
£60-80
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677.
Jutta’s Steiff teddy bear 1930s, with
golden mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, remains of black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, inoperative growler and FF
button in ear -13in. (33cm.) high (patched hole
to left cheek, very worn and pads recovered);
and original photograph of Jutta with her bear
- Jutta and her twin sister Ruth Beyer were
born on the 6th September 1929 and lived in
Heidenau, near Dresden, in Germany
£150-200

679.
An early Steiff teddy bear, with
white mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, brown stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler -20in. (51cm.) high
(muzzle damaged, a 1in hole to top which
is darned, another hole in the left side and
stitched repair below muzzle, some thinning
and wear, a little damage to pads) - this bear is
known as Brummy £1500-2000
680.
Post-war Steiff animals, a mohair
Okapi -15in. (38cm.) high, a deer, a mountain
goat and penguin (slight wear); and terrier
dog by an unknown maker £100-150
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681.
Steiff animals, a seated Molly dog
with white and brown tipped mohair, brown
and black glass eyes and swivel head -9in.
(22.5cm.) high, possibly pre-war (missing
ears); post-war - velvet giraffe, a mountain
goat, a pekinese and Mopsy dog; and a Berg
pekinese £70-100
682.
Post-war Steiff animals and dolls,
a large Bazi dachshund with button -14½in.
(37cm.) long, rubber headed Lucky and Pucki
dwarves, a dralon penguin and three hand
puppets £70-100
683.
Post-war Steiff animals and teddy
bears, a smal jointed golden mohair bear -6in.
(15cm.) (replaced eyes and worn), a small
bear with mask face, a Zotty, animals including
a Jocko hand puppet, a llama, a black cat and
pekinese (some wear) £100-150
684.
A large quantity of small animals
and teddy bears, a brown wool seated
poodle, a pink art silk rabbit, a knitted poodle,
monkeys, dogs and others (some wear and
damage) £60-80

690.
An unusual 1950s Chiltern grey
mohair teddy bear, with orange and black
glass eyes, white mohair muzzle and ear
lining, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with pink oil-cloth pads,
inoperative squeaker and label in side seam
-17in. (43cm.) high (slight fading); a small
post-war Hugmee (worn); and a jointed black
and white wool plush Panda with oil-cloth
claws £80-100

694.
A 1930s Chiltern-type pink mohair
teddy bear, with clear and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head and jointed limbs with cloth pads
-19½in. (49.5cm.) high (slight general wear
and thinning, a little faded) £250-350

685.
A quantity of post-war teddy bears,
two eastern European (one loose leg), five
British bears, two Golliwogs and a homemade
Paddingtons (wear and damage)
£50-80
686.
Recently manufactured
Merrythought teddy bears and animals,
mainly 1970 to 1980s, nine teddy bears, a
duck, a pony and a black cat (slight wear)
£40-60
687.
Nine post-war British teddy bears,
including Pedigree, Chiltern and Chad Valley,
some dressed (generally dusty, wear and some
moth activity) £60-80
688.
Various teddy bears, a German
white Zotty-type teddy bear with open felt
mouth -22in. (56cm.) high; two English and a
French bear (with moth activity); a Gabrielle
Design Paddington rugby player (missing
sock); and a Pedigree Tom & Jerry with rubber
parts and card tags £60-80

689.
A Jungle Toys tiger, with black,
orange and white striped burlap type plush,
orange and black glass eyes and leather
collar -13½in. (34.5cm.) long (slight wear); a
aluminium bear cutlery set (tatty box, missing
four pieces); a large seated white terrier and
three other dogs (some moth damaged and
general wear, dusty) £50-80
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695.
A fine large 1930s Chiltern teddy
bears, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads, hump and inoperative
squeaker -28in. (71cm.) high £250-350
691.
A 1930s Merrythought panda cub,
with black and white mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with white corners and brown
painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth
with white nostrils, fixed neck, joints arms,
seated with white claws and white woven
Merrythought label and Regd. Design label
-12½in. (32cm.) high (some slight moth
damage and general wear £80-120
692.
A 1930s British teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, swivel head and jointed limbs
-13in. (34cm.) high (large hole in leg, balding
around, replaced eyes, recovered pads and
general wear); and six other animals and a
bear (wear, bear missing head) £60-80
693.
A post-war Chiltern panda, with
black and white mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and inoperative squeaker -18in.
(45.5cm.) high (a few bald spots, general wear
and thinning) £60-80

696.
An unusual British teddy bear,
with brown wool plush, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched rounded nose, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown felt pads,
slight hump and large squeaker, 1930s -15in.
(38cm.) high (fairly worn, eyes replace, darns
to hand pads) £200-300
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697.
Various soft toys, a Chiltern dog
possibly dressed a Dutch sailor -14in. (36cm.)
high, a white wool plush polar bear on all
fours, a wool plush kangaroo, a post-war Steiff
boar and other items (some damage and
wear) £100-150
698.
A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
musical teddy bear, with blonde mohair,
orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with velvet pads and keywind
mechanism in back -16in. (40.5cm.) high
(mechanism lacking key, but possibly still
working, slight general wear); a late Farnell
teddy bear, three dog pyjama cases and two
other bears £80-100
699.
Six post-war British teddy bears, a
large golden mohair/mix Dean’s teddy bear
-24in. (61cm.) high, a Pedigree teddy bear, a
1950s Farnell, another and two pandas (one
missing foot, some general wear)
£70-100
700.
Two teddy bears and two soft toys,
a 1940s Chiltern Hugmee -17in. (43cm.) high
(missing eyes), a Fechter teddy bear (missing
ear), a pink mohair rabbit and dog (wear and
some damage) £50-80
701.
An Omega musical teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and pressureoperated musical mechanism, probably 1950s
-15in. (38cm.) high (thinning and general
wear, a few pad spots) £60-80

702.
A 1930s Merrythought teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand claws and
feet claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, squeaker and woven label on foot -17in.
(43cm.) high (slight thinning and fading)
£200-300
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703.
A post-war Merrythought teddy
bear, with dark golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched, nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, inoperative
squeaker and printed yellow label -19in.
(48cm.) high (repaired tag to back, slight wear
and tear to label) £80-100

707.
A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy bear,
with light golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, rounded hump and
inoperative growler -21in. (53cm.) high (slight
general wear) £100-150

704.
A post-war Merrythought teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth, webbed hand claws and feet
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, inoperative squeaker and printed yellow
label -18in. (46cm.) high (thinning and fading,
some general wear) £40-60
705.
A large British Teddy bear, with
remains of golden mohair, replaced glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle with black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed
limbs, 1940s -28in. (71cm.) high (very worn)
£20-30

706.
A post-war Farnell teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with brown cloth pads and squeaker -19in.
(48cm.) high (bald spot on back, thinning and
general wear); and a good quality mohair
penguin (missing eye) £150-200

708.
A 1920s teddy bear, similar in style
to Farnell, but probably French with light
golden mohair, large clear and black glass
eyes, large ears pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads and inoperative
growler -22in. (56cm.) high (small patched
hole in leg, pads recovered and some general
wear) £200-300

709.
An unusual grey mohair teddy bear,
with small clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs
with black cloth pads, rounded hump and
inoperative growler, possibly French or British,
circa 1915 -19in. (faded, general wear and
thinning, slight damage to pads) £150-200
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Lot 713

710.
Teddy Bear ephemera, an oval card
Portuguese sweet box with image of googly
eyed girl with teddybear -8½in. (21.5cm.)
long; a teddy bear Progressive Whist score
card with pencil, a oval circa 1910 photograph
of girl with bear (damaged edge), a school
group photograph including a Farnell teddy
bear, Bear Brand card and another damaged
£50-70

711.
A rare early Steiff pin-cushion cat
head, of cream velvet with painted tabby
markings, clear glass eyes with green backs,
elliptical black pupil and rim, flat top edge,
pink stitched nose and mouth, cream bow and
circular felt base, circa 1905 -2½in. (6.5cm.)
high (split to top of head, tear to right ear,
small hole to left cheek, pin holes to back
of head, wear and discoloured) - produced
from 1901 to 1908, there are possibly signs of
where a button was in the left ear, hence the
dating. £150-200

712.
A rare British donkey cart circa
1910, with black burlap plush, black boot
button eyes, wooden platform with wooden
wheels, original leather tack, wooden gig with
spoked wooden wheel -18in. (45.5cm.) long
(some damage and missing two wheels)
£100-150
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713.
An unusual Steiff centre-seam
teddy bear, with brown mohair, brown and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, remains
of black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs, hump,
growler and FF button -24in. (61cm.) high
(replaced pads, a few bald spots, general
thing and wear) - this bear known as Rudolph
probably dates to the early 1920s, his brown
mohair has a distinct frosting, it is hard to tell
if this is original to him, or how he has faded.
£1500-2000

715.
The Chelsea Pensioner,  a small
early Steiff teddy bear with brown mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, inoperative side squeaker, small FF
button and red silk long coat with seven
military regiments cigarette silks stitched
on and a ribbon with brass crown as neck
-8½in. (21.5cm.) high (small bald spots to
forehead and right check, slight general wear,
small holes to pads) - sadly the history of
this precious bear is unknown, but he has
always worn this silk coat which resembles
the Chelsea Pensioner’s, there seems to be no
connection between the different regiments
on the silks which are generally from the 1st
World War. £300-500
716.
A rare early Steiff teddy bear,
with brown mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and FF button with
remains of white tag behind, circa 1910
-24in. (61cm.) high (bald spots to inside left
leg, some general thinning and wear, missing
some nose stitching) - this bear is known as
Brunhilda and brown is probably the rarest
standard Steiff colour; with 2007 catalogue
where he appears as lot 42.
£2000-3000

714.
A small 1920s Steiff teddy bear,
with brown mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump, large
side squeaker, FF button with remains of red
tag behind and knitted maroon tank top with
white edges and a pair of blue dungarees
-10in. (25.5cm.) high (some fading to exposed
areas and small moth holes to feet pads,
dungarees faded)) £400-600
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BID VIA SAS LIVE
LIVE INTERNET BIDDING
WITH SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES
We are delighted to announce that you
can now bid online directly with SAS

We have launched our new
SAS Live bidding platform
Visit: www.specialauctionservices.com for more details
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Paddle

81 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY, RG19 6HW
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595
mail@specialauctionservices.com
DT261119
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________
TELEPHONE: ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________
IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________ METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________
PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________
AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________
To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The
prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.  
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future
auctions.
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of
my purchases is required.
SIGNED: __________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________
Lot Number

Description

Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority.
In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall
govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you
bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and
satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room, telephone
bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price will be charged for all bidding online via SAS LIVE and
a premium of 22.5% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com
c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by
the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%).
This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin
Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union.
[These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the
hammer price and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on
the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10000),
debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via
email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in
house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right
to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay
for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days
following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time
period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants
to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller
is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please
notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are
not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably
held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in
perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or
in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where
stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed
materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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